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Abstract: 

Fast ions are an essential ingredient in burning nuclear fusion 

plasmas: they are responsible for heating the bulk plasma, carry a 

significant amount of plasma current and moreover interact with 

various magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities. The collective 

Thomson scattering (CTS) diagnostic is sensitive to the projection 

of fast ion velocity distribution function. This thesis is mainly 

devoted to investigations of fast ion physics in tokamak plasmas by 

means of CTS. 
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Chapter 1

Foreword

This thesis represents the work which was carried out in the course of three
years of my PhD studies at Risø DTU. It would have not been possible
to finish the work without help of my supervisors, Søren Bang Korsholm
and Fernando Meo. I could always get an advice and discuss any technical,
experimental or physical difficulties with any member of the CTS group:
Henrik Bindslev, Vedran Furtula, Frank Leipold, Poul Kerff Michelsen, Ste-
fan Kragh Nielsen, Morten Stejner Pedersen, and Mirko Salewski. I am
especially grateful to Mirko for his extensive help in reviewing my scientific
texts. I would also like to express a lot of gratitude to John Hammer Holm,
Martin Jessen, Søren Robert Nimb, Nina Bendix, Connie Munch Wester-
gaard and to the head of the PLF program Jens Juul Rasmussen.
The author is grateful to Valentin Igochine from IPP Garching for support
and fruitful discussions. It was a big pleasure to work with Tuomas Koskela
and Otto Asunta from Aalto University, and with Mattia Albregante from
EPFL on the comparison of the CTS measurements with the ASCOT and
VENUS codes. The experiments, which this thesis is based on, would not
be possible without help of the TEXTOR and ASDEX Upgrade teams. I
got a lot of assistance from the ECRH teams from FOM and IPP Garching.
A lot of support was given by my wife Susanne, who was always very patient
and encouraging.

1.1 Introduction

Nuclear fusion is foreseen as a vital source of energy in the context of scarcity
of fossil fuels and pollution of the environment. The research on magneti-
cally confined high temperature plasmas, where fusion is supposed to take
place, started more than 50 years ago. Presently the first experimental fu-
sion reactor, ITER, is under construction in Cadarache, France. In fusion
plasmas, supra-thermal particles, particularly ions, play an important role.
They are responsible for plasma heating, damping and destabilizing instabil-
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ities, and are crucial for advanced scenarios with non-inductive generation
of plasma current in tokamaks. However, the physics of energetic ions is not
completely understood. This dissertation is mainly devoted to the fast ion
results obtained by means of the collective Thomson scattering diagnostic
at the TEXTOR and ASDEX Upgrade tokamaks during the author’s PhD
studies at Risø DTU. Further development of the CTS diagnostic is also
discussed in the thesis.

Chapter 2 gives background information on plasma physics necessary
for reading the rest of the thesis, principles of the CTS diagnostic, and
the current stage of fast ion research. Chapter 3 gives a brief description
of the TEXTOR and ASDEX Upgrade tokamaks, including a description
of the CTS diagnostics at these machines. Methodology of the CTS mea-
surements, as well as preparatory steps for the experiments are explained
in chapter 4. Recently published results from the CTS group with con-
tributions from the PhD work, are highlighted in chapter 5. Chapter 6 is
dedicated to a comprehensive comparison of the measured fast ion velocity
distribution function by CTS in the TEXTOR tokamak at different radial
locations and resolved angles with Monte Carlo simulations. Experiments
on investigation of the influence of resonant magnetic perturbations on fast
ion confinement are described in chapter 7. Fast ion induced instabilities,
detected and characterized by the CTS diagnostic at TEXTOR, is presented
in chapter 8. Experiments on sawtooth destabilization by means of electron
cyclotron current drive, in which author participated apart form the CTS
activities, are described in chapter 9. Section 1.2 explains what the personal
contribution of the author to the presented research is.

1.2 Personal Contribution of the Author

The author participated in all CTS activities of the group in the course
of his PhD training. In Section 2.4 the author was involved in some of
the derivations. The diodes, described in Section 3.2 were characterized by
the author. He participated in the alignment of the ASDEX Upgrade CTS
transmission line (Section 4.1), developed a technique for post factum eleva-
tion alignment check at TEXTOR described in Section 4.3. He performed
the feasibility analysis of the hot source calibration with SiC (Section 4.4.1)
and developed programs for cross-calibration of the TEXTOR CTS receiver
with incoherent Thomson scattering and cross-calibration of the ASDEX
Upgrade CTS receiver with the ECE diagnostic (Section 4.4.2). The author
took part in investigations of the origin of the secondary emission signal in
the CTS spectra (Section 4.5).
In the experiments on strong scattering of the electromagnetic radiation
(Section 5.1) the author operated the diagnostic during a part of the cam-
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paign. In the section devoted to the comparison of the ASDEX Upgrade re-
sults to the Monte Carlo simulations (Section 5.3), the author was involved
in the discussion and participated in the conduction of the experiments. For
the fuel ion ratio measurements (Section 5.4), the author participated in
the diagnostic upgrade described in Section 3.5, experimental planning and
conduction of the experiment. In the experiments on fast ion redistrinbution
due to sawteeth, the author was operating the diagnostic and participated
in the physics discussion (Section 5.2). Normally, during the course of cam-
paigns, the author was in charge of operating the steerable mirrors, as well
as finding the scattering geometries by means of the ray-tracing code de-
scribed in Section 4.2.
Experiments, described in chapter 6 were planned primarily by the author.
He was also in charge of the data analysis and coordination between the
CTS, ASCOT, and VENUS groups. The author wrote the paper [1]: ”Com-
parison of measured and simulated fast ion velocity distributions in the
TEXTOR tokamak”, Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion, 2011. Experi-
ments, described in chapter 7 were also planned and primarily analysed by
the author. Even though they were inconclusive regarding their main ob-
jective, valuable experimental data necessary for the previous chapter were
obtained. The experiments described in chapter 8 were partly designed (to-
gether with M. Stejner) and analysed by the author. Future experiments on
the topic, which are described in the chapter, are coordinated by the author.
The author’s contribution to the experiments, described in chapter 9 was
in discussion, ECCD profiles calculations with the TORBEAM code and in
data analysis.
During the PhD studies, the author participated in three EPS conferences,
and in a DFS (Danish Physical Society) conference. He became a co-author
of 13 journal publications.
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CTS Collective Thomson scattering
ECCD Electron cyclotron current drive
ECE Electron cyclotron emission
ECRH Electron cyclotron resonance heating
ICE Ion cyclotron emission
ICRH Ion cyclotron resonance heating
LH Lower hybrid
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NBI Neutral beam injection
SPD Spectral power density
(T)AE (Toroidicity induced) Alfvén eigenmode
VCVA Voltage controlled variable attenuator
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kδ Resolved fluctuation wave vector
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Chapter 2

Background

Energy consumption grows rapidly worldwide. It is seen from Fig. 2.1, that
even in the most optimistic scenario the demand in energy will double in
one century. At the same time, due to environmental problems, it is unwise
to increase the consumption of fossil fuels. Renewable energy is developing
very fast but the sources of it are intermittent. Transition to intermittent
energy sources requires major investments in the infrastructure. Fission
power plants can in principle satisfy increasing demands but other problems
arise. The biggest one is radioactive waste treatment since there is no proper
technology on how to recycle the waste or depose it. Inherent in the nuclear
fission process, the chain reaction can go out of control, is in itself of a great
concern (e.g. Chernobyl disaster in April 1986). However, nuclear fusion
could be one of the solutions to the global energy problem.

2.1 Nuclear Fusion

Nuclear fusion is a process where two light nuclei fuse together and create
a heavier one. In cases when the product of fusion is lighter than iron,
energy is released from the reaction. In order to achieve it, one should bring
nuclei close enough to overcome the Coulomb (potential energy) barrier.
For instance, during the formation of a star, interstellar gas is compressed
and confined by the gravitational field. Gas heats up due to compression
and two nuclei can be close enough to each other so that the nuclear fusion
process happens. If a sufficient part of energy from fusion is confined, the
reaction becomes self-sustainable. When a gas heats up to high temperature,
its atoms start loosing electrons and the gas becomes ionized. This ionized
quasineutral gas is called plasma.
A fusion reaction between deuterium and tritium has the largest potential
for implementation in a power plant due to a large cross-section at relatively
low energies:
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Figure 2.1: World energy consumption in Giga tonnes of oil equivalent per
annum, forecast for the XXI century [2]. Curves A - C represent different
models

D + T → 4He+ n+ 17.6MeV

Energy released in the reaction is distributed between 4He nuclei (so called
α-particle) and a neutron according to the energy and momentum conser-
vation laws, i.e. 3.5 MeV carried by the α-particle and 14.1 MeV by the
neutron. The D-T fusion reaction is characterized by a very large energy
gain per mass of reacting species. Comparison of the average fuel consump-
tion of power plants running on different types of fuel with a future nuclear
fusion reactor is shown in Table 2.1. Taking into account the amount of
deuterium in water (one part of heavy water in 1600 parts of light water)
and crude material for tritium (lithium) the D-T nuclear fusion reaction is
provided with practically infinite amount of fuel.. Tritium needs to be pro-
duced out of lithium because tritium is a radioactive isotope with half-life
of 12.6 years, so it does not exist on Earth.
In order for a fusion reactor to reach ignition, i.e. the state when the re-
action becomes self-sustainable, the so called Lawson criterion [4] should
be fulfilled. The Lawson criterion for the D-T fusion reaction is shown in
Eq. (2.1):

ne · T · τE ≥ 1021 keV · s/m3 , (2.1)

Report number Risø-PhD-91 11



Method Annual fuel consumption for
a power plant of 1000 MW

of electricity

Coal 2.7·106 tonnes
Oil 1.9·106 tonnes

Nuclear fission 28 tonnes of UO2

(if breeder technology is employed)

Nuclear fusion 100 kg of D2 and 150 kg of T2

Table 2.1: Annual fuel consumption for a power plant of 1000 MW el. Data
for the table are taken from reference 3

where ne is electron density of plasma in m
−3, T is temperature of reacting

species in keV and τE is energy confinement time in s.
Maximum cross-section for this reaction is achieved at the centre of mass
kinetic energy of reacting species at around 80 keV. Such energies can be
achieved in accelerators. Due to the low efficiency, accelerator fusion was left
behind the scope of fusion research already in 1950’s. Uncontrolled nuclear
fusion was achieved in 1952 with the first hydrogen bomb. An explosive
type of reaction is difficult to use for electricity production, even though so
called inertial confinement is a very active field of research [5].
So far magnetic confinement of high-temperature plasmas looks like the most
promising method to produce net energy from the nuclear fusion reaction.

2.1.1 Magnetic Confinement of Plasma

The concept of magnetic confinement of plasma in a magnetic field is based
on the fact that charged particles move freely along the magnetic field
whereas movement across the magnetic field is restricted. The first experi-
ments on magnetic confinement of plasma were made on the linear devices
called Θ - and Z - pinches. In these cylindrical devices, the plasma is con-
fined by the magnetic field generated by external coils or by electrical current
running through the plasma. These devices significantly improved under-
standing of plasma physics. However, due to extremely high losses along the
magnetic field lines, good confinement was not possible.
Initially, magnetic mirrors were suggested for reducing particle loss from the
open ends. In the machines with magnetic mirrors, the magnetic field in the
centre is lower than at the open ends. If a magnetic field varies slowly, the
magnetic moment of particles is conserved, thus particles which have a ratio
between parallel and perpendicular velocities to the magnetic field direction
which is low enough are reflected from magnetic mirrors at the ends of the
device, while other particles can leave the confinement volume. The critical
ratio between parallel and perpendicular velocities create a cone of losses,
i.e. the cone in velocity space which determines a velocity boundary be-
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tween confined and lost particles. However, due to collisions there is always
a steady transport of particles into the cone of losses. Moreover, strongly
anisotropic distribution function creates a number of kinetic instabilities
which increase particle transport. Finally, magnetic mirror devices are not
considered as a possible prototype of a future fusion reactor, although they
are still used for research purposes.
Another way of avoiding problems with open ends of the pinch devices is
to bend the device and connect open ends. The improved design is called a
magnetised torus. For convenience, physical processes in the torus are usu-
ally described in toroidal coordinates. The illustration of it is presented in
Fig. 2.2. Despite of a significant improvement, the confinement time in the
magnetised torus is still very short. This is due to the fact that the magnetic
field lines are bent in toroidal geometry (only toroidal field is present). In
this case electrons and ions experience curvature and gradient drifts, which
are described by Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.3):

VR =
mV 2

||

qB

Rc ×B

R2
cB

(2.2)

V∇B =
mV 2

⊥

2qB

B×∇B
B2

(2.3)

where VR and V∇B are drift velocities, V|| and V⊥ are velocities of a particle
along and perpendicular to the magnetic field, respectively; q is the electrical
charge of the particle,Rc is a curvature radius of the magnetic field line. The
drift velocity depends on many parameters, particularly electrical charge of
the particle and its sign. It means that these drifts will result in charge
separation and finally an electric field builds up. The electric field leads to
the E ×B drift (Eq. (2.4)):

VE×B =
E×B

B2
(2.4)

where VE×B is a drift velocity. The E ×B drift is charge-independent and
ejects the plasma from the confinement volume, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
Due to the difference of transport coefficients in direction parallel and per-
pendicular to the magnetic field (the coefficients are much higher along the
magnetic field lines), introducing a helical topology of the magnetic field
lines would short-cut the charged regions and this problem will be miti-
gated.

2.1.2 Tokamaks and Stellarators

Currently there are two major approaches of creating a helical configuration
of magnetic field lines (reversed field pinches are not discussed here). One of
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Figure 2.2: Sketch explaining the notations in toroidal geometry. Θ angle is
called a toroiadal angle, Φ angle is called a poloidal angle. Plain Θ = const is
called a poloidal plain. Illustration is taken from www.emeraldinsight.com.

Figure 2.3: A sketch of the drift occurring in the magnetised torus due to
the curved magnetic field lines
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them was introduced by L. Spitzer in the 1950’s. In this concept, the helical
transformation of the magnetic field lines is created by external coils. In-
deed, stellarators improved confinement a lot compared to magnetized tori
or devices with magnetic mirrors. However, stellarator operations showed
that plasma confinement is very sensitive to tolerances in the magnetic coils
production and accuracy of magnetic field calculations in the stage of de-
sign. This fact slowed down the development of stellarators.
Another alternative concept is the tokamak, suggested in 1955 by I. Tamm
and A. Sakharov. In tokamaks, the poloidal magnetic field is created by the
induction current from a central solenoid or by other non-inductive currents
propagating in the plasma in the toroidal direction, as it is illustrated in
Fig. 2.4. This configuration is more stable and tolerant to uncertainties in
the design and manufacture. Despite the advantages, there are many com-
plicated problems. The first challenge is plasma heating. This is a general
difficulty for all machines with magnetic confinement. The intended heating
scenario for tokamaks initially included only ohmic heating. It was believed
that it would be sufficient to reach fusion-relevant parameters. However,
it was impossible to achieve necessary temperatures because efficiency of
ohmic heating is decreasing with increase of temperature: σ ∼ T 1.5

e , where
σ is conductivity and Te is electron temperature. Stellarators do not have
ohmic heating because the poloidal magnetic field is created by external
coils, therefore plasma current would strongly perturb the equilibrium mag-
netic field topology. Thus, auxiliary heating methods have been developed:
electron-cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH), ion-cyclotron resonance heat-
ing (ICRH), lower-hybrid heating, neutral beam injection (NBI), and even
adiabatic magnetic compression. The latter one did not show a significant
results and presently is not used. Secondly, electrical current in tokamaks is
generated by induction. This means that the current which flows through
the solenoid should always increase in order to keep plasma current at con-
stant level. It imposes a limitation on the duration of the discharge, which
makes it difficult to use tokamaks as future fusion power plants working in
a steady-state regime. Non-inductive operation scenarios when plasma cur-
rent is generated by means of injection of electromagnetic waves and NBI
are actively studied now.

Stability of plasma in any magnetic configuration is a big challenge which
has faced the whole area of research for the last half a century. Enormous
effort is put in understanding physical mechanisms of various instabilities.
Another key topic is the feedback control of plasmas and controlled plasma
shutdowns in order to prevent machines from damage due to disruptions.
However, there are a lot of phenomena which still have no clear physical
interpretation and no method of how to deal with these events. Helicity
of the magnetic field is of a crucial importance for plasma stability and is
often described by the safety factor, which is denoted by q in the litera-
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Figure 2.4: A schematic which shows a principle of poloidal mag-
netic field generation in tokamaks. Illustration is taken from
http://woodruffscientific.com.

ture. The safety factor describes how many times the magnetic field line
turns toroidally until it makes one poloidal turn. In toroidal geometry, an
expression for the safety factor is:

q =
Bt

Bp

r

R
(2.5)

Here Bt and Bp are toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields, respectively; r and
R are minor and major radii, respectively. Normally, q-values are irrational,
which means that the magnetic field line never closed on itself. The length
of magnetic field line is infinite in this case and it will create a magnetic
surface. At some particular radii and magnetic field values the value of q
is a rational number, which means that length of the magnetic field line is
finite. It allows resonances of various magnetohydrodynamic waves. Thus,
at radii with rational values of the safety factor, instabilities are more likely
to happen.

2.2 Fast Ion Physics

In fusion plasmas fast ions (i.e. ions with non-Maxwellian distribution func-
tion and energies much higher than thermal) account for about 1% of the
total amount of particles. At the same time, the fast ion pressure is around
10% of the total pressure, they also carry a significant amount of current
and influence the formation of the q-profile. Thus fast ion physics is of
crucial importance for fusion plasmas in general and particularly for future
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ITER operation. Understanding of the behaviour of fusion-born α-particles
in ITER is very important for achieving burning conditions. In this sense
current fast ion research with anisotropic fast ion distribution function acts
as an important building block for successful ITER operation.
Fast ions in present-day tokamaks and stellarators may originate from sev-
eral sources. Firstly, nuclear fusion itself should be emphasised. In super-
shots in TFTR (plasma discharges in D-T gas mixture) and during the D-T
campaign on JET, a significant fusion yield was achieved, resulting in a
large amount of alphas [6–8]. High frequency heating at ion cyclotron or
lower hybrid range of frequencies provides particles with MeV energies [9].
Neutral beam injection (NBI) produces fast ions with energies of up to ap-
proximately 100 keV. This is an energy limit for injectors whose operation
is based on acceleration of positive ions, therefore a new generation of injec-
tors based on negative ions is being developed [10–12]. Fast ions originating
from various sources posses qualitatively different distribution functions.
Fusion-originated α-particles are born with fixed energy and expected to
have isotropic distribution of velocities at birth. Energetic particles which
originate from ICRH exhibit a different behaviour. They are steadily ac-
celerated by resonant interaction with a wave. ICRH-accelerated particles
typically have very large velocities in the direction perpendicular to the mag-
netic field and stay at trapped orbits (when the perpendicular velocity of a
fast ion is too high compare to parallel, and the particle is reflected from
regions with stronger magnetic field), i.e. similar to particles in mirror de-
vices they cannot penetrate into the regions with high magnetic field, thus
being reflected.
Over the years, there are a number of diagnostics developed for fast ion mea-
surements, e.g. fast ion Dα spectroscopy [13,14], γ-ray spectroscopy [15,16],
neutral particle analysers (NPA) [17,18], scintillator probes (FILD) [19–21],
neutron spectroscopy [22], and collective Thomson scattering (CTS) diag-
nostic [23–27].
Fast ion research over the last decade concentrated on following topics:

• Fast ion losses due to toroidal magnetic field ripples (so-called ripple
losses)

• Energetic particle interaction with low-frequency MHD instabilities

• Fast ion interaction with resonant Alfvén waves

• Turbulent transport of fast ions

A brief literature survey on the highlighted topics is presented below.

2.2.1 Fast Ion Losses Due to Toroidal Magnetic Field Ripples

The toroidal magnetic field in tokamaks are created by external coils which
are installed around the torus. There are typically 15 - 30 toroidal field coils
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installed in a machine [28]. Due to the discrete number of coils, the toroidal
magnetic field is inhomogeneous. The degree of inhomogeneity is described
by a ripple amplitude:

δ =
Bmax −Bmin

Bmax +Bmin
(2.6)

Ripple-induced diffusion of fast ions depends on the energy of ions, on pitch
to the magnetic field (p = v||/v, where || denotes a component parallel to
the magnetic field. It is often expressed in degrees and then called a pitch
angle), and on ripple amplitude [29, 30]. Ripple magnitude for instance on
JET which is equipped with 32 toroidal coils is in the order of one percent
at the outboard limiter. Experiments on fast ion losses due to ripples were
conducted at JET [31]. In some of the discharges 16 out of 32 toroidal field
coils are switched off in order to increase a ripple magnitude at the outboard
limiter by a factor of 10. An influence of the ripple on energetic particles in
the range of 100 keV - 3 MeV have been studied. In NBI-heated discharges
plasma rotation drops from 105 m/s down to undetectable values. A strong
correlation between fast ion losses from the ripple cone due to pitch angle
scattering and drop of total stored energy in plasma by 30% and reduction
in ion heating is observed. The confinement of ICRH-accelerated fast ions
reduces if the ICRH resonance layers are moved towards the low field side.
The ripple losses are also detected in Tore Supra [32], TFTR [33], and JFT-
2M [34–36]. The JFT-2M team found that insertion of ferritic steel boards
reduces the amplitude of the ripples significantly [34–36]. Such insertions
will be used in ITER in order to improve the fast ions confinement and
reduce heat load on the first wall components. Simulations predict that the
use of the ferritic insertions will lead to a reduction of fast ion related heat
loads from 0.8 MW/m2 down to approximately 0.025 MW/m2, when the
acceptable value would be 0.1 MW/m2 [37].

2.2.2 Energetic Particle Interaction with Fishbones

In the early 80s (in PDX [38]) it was found that fast ions from NBI could
interact with core localized kink modes known as fishbones. An example of
the fishbone instability is shown in Fig. 2.5. Both theoretical and experi-
mental works concluded that the resonant interaction of fast ions with MHD
modes at low sub-Alfvénic frequency is possible. Fast ions which interact
with such modes have energies in sub-MeV range. Thus no problems for
fusion plasmas were foreseen.
Fishbone instability causes large losses of fast ions. The energy of lost ener-
getic particles depends on the amplitude of fishbones. For small amplitudes
the fast ion losses on PDX were detected (by NPA) at energies between full
and a half of injection energy of NBI. For large amplitude oscillations, the
losses were detected for particles with energies from as low as thermal and
up to 1.5Einj , where Einj is injection energy of NBI. Detection of a flux of
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particles with energies that exceed the injection energy of NBI suggesting
some mechanism that accelerates particles. Recent experiments at JET [39]

Figure 2.5: Evolution of soft X-ray signal (top), Ḃθ (middle) from the coil
next to the outer wall of the PDX machine, and neutron flux (bottom).
Signal during two fishbones is zoomed in and shown on right side of the
graph. Figure is taken from reference 38.

have shown that ICRH-accelerated protons with MeV energies are lost due
to non-resonant interaction with fishbones induced by 130 keV NBI. Results
obtained with FILD showed that lost ions originated from trapped orbits.
Simulations made with the HAGIS code [40] showed that another source of
lost ions was counter passing protons in the plasma centre which change to
the unconfined orbits due to orbit stochastisation.

2.2.3 Energetic Particle Interaction with Sawtooth

In addition to fishbones, fast ions strongly interact with the sawtooth insta-
bility. On one hand, sawteeth redistribute and eject fast ions from inside of
the plasma core which decreases fusion yield (see Fig. 2.6 for example). On
the other hand fast ions may stabilize the sawteeth. The stabilization leads
to so-called monster sawteeth - crashes of enormous size which often trigger
neoclassical tearing mode and possibly lead to a disruption. Experiments on
sawtooth instability are discussed in chapters 5 and 9 in this thesis, therefore
a more coherent description of the background knowledge is necessary.
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Figure 2.6: Neutron emissivity profile right before (a) and after the sawtooth
crash in JET. Figure is taken from reference 17.

2.2.4 Theory of Sawtooth Instability

The sawtooth oscillations were first observed in 1974 as a sudden drop in
core temperature and density and expelling them outside the magnetic sur-
face with q = 1 [41]. Core temperature and density recover slowly until the
next event takes place which looks like sawtooth, hence the name. The saw-
tooth oscillations are caused by reconnection event at the q = 1 magnetic
surface [42]. The first theory of sawtooth oscillations was developed by B.
Kadomtsev [42–44]. According to electron temperature and density mea-
surements, their profiles are peaked in the plasma center, thus the current
density profile has even more peaked shape because plasma conductivity
σ ∝ T 1.5

e /ne. Sharp gradient of the current density makes plasma unstable
against a kink mode with (m,n) = (1, 1). According to Kadomtsev, mag-
netic reconnection takes place on the low field side of the q = 1 surface.
An island starts growing inside the q = 1 surface, making the temperature,
density and current density profiles flat, thus demolishing the source of free
energy. The safety factor in the plasma center becomes flat after the crash
and equal to unity q(0) = q(rinv) = 1. An illustration of Kadomtsev model
is shown in Fig. 2.7. A big advantage of this theory is that it is very intu-
itive. However, many experiments showed contradictory results. Firstly, the
spontaneous onset of the sawtooth is not explained. According to Kadomt-
sev, the kink mode should have a growth rate which is rather small in the
beginning of the sawtooth cycle so that the instability emerges slowly and
is visible by diagnostics. However, very often sawtooth oscillations appear
spontaneously without any precursor. Secondly, the safety factor in the
plasma core never relaxes back to unity [45, 46]. The sawtooth crash time
is typically in the order of 0.1 ms which is typically three orders of magni-
tude less than Sweet-Parker time (time needed for resistive reconnection of
magnetic field lines, around 10 ms for typical tokamak parameters). That is
because in collisionless plasmas thermal conductivity and electron diffusivity
in the case of reconnection are in the order of parallel thermal conductiv-
ity and diffusivity [47]. Pressure gradient decreases to almost zero values
during the crash time and the source of free energy for the kink instability
vanishes. Kadomtsev’s model predicts that the reconnection region would
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appear at the low field side of the q = 1 surface, but the electron cyclotron
emission (ECE) imaging measurements in TEXTOR showed that the recon-
nection region is likely to appear on both low and high field sides [48]. The
sawtooth crash takes place when changes in the mode potential energy δW
reaches a critical value δWcr [49]. The following effects contribute to δW :

δW = δWMHD + δWKO + δWfast (2.7)

Where δWMHD is the ideal MHD term and includes effects due to particular
geometry of the plasma, δWKO is so-called Kruskal-Oberman term which
accounts for collisionless thermal trapped particle, δWfast takes potential
energy changes due to fast ions into account.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: Illustration of the theory of sawtooth crash according to Kadomt-
sev [43]. (a) Sketch of Te and q evolution during the sawtooth crash; (b)
Sketch of reconnection process, illustrating Kadomtsev’s theory. Figure is
taken from reference 47.
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2.2.5 Fast Ion Interaction with Resonant Alfvén Waves

Alfvén waves play a very important role in the plasma physics. This section
briefly describes an interaction between Alfvén waves and energetic ions.
Two topics of fast ion physics are of particular interest in conjunction with
Alfvén waves. These are the drive of the instability and fast ion losses due
to them. Frequency of the instability may vary from very low values and
up to harmonics of ion cyclotron frequency. Low frequency instabilities are
typically driven by fast ion pressure gradients [50], and the high frequency
modes are typically excited by gradients in velocity space of fast ion distri-
bution function [51]. In order for the wave to be excited, the total fast ion
related growth rate should overcome total damping from thermal electrons
and ions, as well as damping from fast ion component of the distribution
function. It was shown in reference 52 that fast ions may excite Alfvén waves
at sub-Alfvénic velocities, particularly when v|| ≈ 0.3vA.
Fast ions strongly interact with shear Alfvén waves. Losses could be both
diffusive and convective, it is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. It is clearly visible that
incoherent fast ion losses measured with FILD scale quadratically with the
amplitude of the toroidicity induced Alfvén eigenmode (TAE) n = 5 mag-
netic fluctuations. This proves the diffusive character of the losses. However,
coherent losses are mainly convective which is shown by a linear dependence
between fast ion losses measured with FILD and the MHD amplitude at
TAE n = 3 frequency. The n = 3 mode exists in the experiment at much
higher frequency than the mode of n = 5. Moreover, at the time when n
= 3 mode is detected, activity at neighbour frequencies is observed. One
can read more in reference 53 and in the review in reference 37. The rate
of fast ion losses are strongly related to their gyroradii [54]. Reversed shear
Alfvén modes which appear in the start-up phases in modern tokamaks and
are relevant to advanced scenarios in ITER are discussed in details in refer-
ence [55].
Future experiments on investigation of fast ion transport due to interac-
tion with Alfvénic waves in ASDEX Upgrade were recently proposed. Using
multi-diagnostic approach in fast ion measurements, the part of phase space
(i.e. energy and pitch angle to the magnetic field) where the energetic parti-
cles resonate the wave is to be determined and compared with measurements
by FILD on lost fast ions. Using CTS and FIDA systems at ASDEX Up-
grade because they both measure a projection (CTS) or weighted projection
(FIDA) of velocity distribution function of confined fast ions, the direction
of the transport will be investigated, i.e. whether the transport is directed
only outwards (from the Alfvén eigenmode radial location), or both inwards
and outwards.
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Figure 2.8: Fast ion loss rate in ASDEX Upgrade discharge 23824. (a) shows
a dependence of coherent losses at TAE n = 3 frequency as a function of
MHD amplitude; (b) depicts a dependence of incoherent losses on TAE n =
5 fluctuation amplitude. Figure is taken from reference 53.
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2.2.6 Turbulent Transport of Fast Ions

Fast ion transport due to turbulence has recently been predicted theoreti-
cally, for instance in references 56–58. Two types of turbulence, electrostatic
and magnetic, could affect fast ion transport differently [56]. Diffusion co-
efficient of fast ions due to electrostatic turbulence scales like 1/E, where E
is fast ion energy, with the fast ion energy, and it is also pitch-dependent.
However, transport due to magnetic turbulence is not energy-selective and
acts equally on all energetic particles, see Fig. 2.9.
Experimentally, an evidence of fast ion transport due to microturbulence

Figure 2.9: Fast ion diffusivity calculated with the GENE code. Solid lines
show diffusivity for electrostatic turbulence for large (black) and small (red)
values of pitch of fast ions to the magnetic field. Dashed line show diffusivity
for magnetic turbulence. Figure is taken from reference 56.

was found at DIII-D [59]. There the fast ion diffusion diagnosed by FIDA,
neutron spectroscopy and motional Stark effect is found to be higher in
hotter plasmas and increases with minor radius. However, this is the only
work where experimental evidence of turbulence-induced fast ion transport
is shown. Experimental results from other machines are pending.

2.3 Principles of the Collective Thomson Scatter-

ing

Diagnostics of high temperature plasmas is limited to methods with no direct
contact between equipment and a plasma. In this context methods involving
electromagnetic waves play an important role in plasma diagnostics because
plasma actively interact with them. Thomson scattering is elastic scattering
of photons from free charged particles and is basically a low-energy limit of
Compton scattering. In fusion research, two types of Thomson scattering
diagnostics which measure various parameters of plasmas are used:
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Incoherent Thomson Scattering

• Electron temperature

• Electron density

Collective Thomson Scattering

• Ion temperature

• Fast ion velocity distribution function

• Isotope content of plasmas

In both cases scattering is mainly originating from electrons. The reason
being that the radiated power of the charged particle depends on the accel-
eration squared [60], i.e. Pe ≈ (mi/me)

2Pi. Thus the direct contribution
from ions is later neglected. Scattering of electromagnetic waves off free
electrons is called Thomson scattering. In plasmas, electron fluctuations
are correlated, thus scattering can be represented as a wave-mixing process
where the wave of the scattered radiation is a mixing product of incident
wave with fluctuations:

(ωs,ks) = (ωi + ωδ,ki + kδ) (2.8)

where ω and k denote angular velocity and wave vector. Superscripts i, s, δ
denote incident, scattering, and fluctuation in plasma, respectively. It is also
sketched in Fig. 2.10. The regime of scattering is determined by the value
of the Salpeter parameter (Eq. (2.9)), the ratio between the wavelength of
the resolved fluctuations and the Debye length, λ2D = ǫ0Te

neq2e
[61]:

α =
1

kδλD
(2.9)

α ≪ 1 corresponds to incoherent Thomson scattering, α ≫ 1 corre-
sponds to collective Thomson scattering. In tokamak plasmas, the difference
between incoherent and collective Thomson scattering is determined by the
frequency of incident radiation and the scattering angle. Using microwaves,
there is a large flexibility in the choice of scattering geometries where the
Salepeter parameter (see Eq. (2.9) is much greater than one.
Collective Thomson scattering is sensitive to fluctuations induced by fast
ions in plasma. In a simple picture, background electrons tend to screen a
perturbation of electric field induced by a fast ion. It creates a wake in a
background electron distribution. Approximately, the frequency shift in the
scattering radiation may be written as follows:

∆ω ≈ kδ · vion (2.10)
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Figure 2.10: Scattering geometry of the CTS diagnostic. kδ, ki, and ks

denote wave vectors of resolved fluctuations and of the incident and scattered
waves, respectively. The blue ellipse at the intersection of the beams denotes
the scattering volume.

Where kδ is a wavelength of resolved fluctuation and vion is fast ion velocity.
In order to generate scattering field, the source currents in plasma must exist.
The currents are created by the incident wave, which interact non-linearly
with fluctuations in plasma (because of non-linearity of Vlasov equation [62])
and set up the third wave of scattering radiation. The source current in the
cold plasma approximation is following [63]:

jσt = − iω
sǫ0

n(0)
(χs

tl(n
σEi

l + niEδ
l

+ǫlmh(Γ
i
mB

δ
h + Γδ

mB
i
h)) +Xs

tmh

1

c
(Γi

mE
δ
h + Γδ

mE
i
h)) (2.11)

(2.12)

Where density and flux are:

ni,δ =

∫

f i,δd3v (2.13)

Γi,δ
m =

∫

vmf
i,δd3v (2.14)

Here the Einstein summation rule is applied. An expression for the ten-
sor Xs

tmh can be found in reference 64. χ
s
tl represents plasma susceptibility

and expression for it can be found in reference 65. ǫlmh is the Levi-Cevita
symbol. The first term in the Eq. (2.11) represents scattering off electron
density and electric field fluctuations. The second term denotes scattering
off electron flux and magnetic field fluctuations, the third term describes
the physics of scattering off electron flux and electric field fluctuations. It
is important to mention that all these terms are taken into account when
the experimental results are evaluated, because depending on scattering ge-
ometry and plasma parameters the values of different terms in the equation
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may change. Measured spectral power density is given by the equation of
transfer [66]:

∂P s

∂νs
= P iOb(λ

i
0re)

2ne
Σ

2π
(2.15)

Here ∂P s

∂νs is spectral power density (SPD) of the scattering radiation [J],
P i is power of probing radiation [W], λi0 is vacuum wavelength of probing
radiation [m], re is classical electron radius (2.82·10−15 m) and Σ is scattering
function [s−1], Ob is an overlap integral [m

−1]. The overlap integral is defined
as

Ob =

∫

V
IiIsd3r (2.16)

where Ii and Is are normalized intensities of incident and scattering beams,
respectively. The scattering function Σ takes into account microscopic fluc-
tuations (e.g. caused by fast ions) and the way they influence scattering
of the probing radiation, see Eq. (2.17). It contains nearly all information
about the frequency dependence of the scattering signal [66]:

Σ =
(ωiωs)2Ĝ

(α)
l < α̃lβ̃m > Ĝ

(β)∗
m

ω4
pS

iSs
(2.17)

where α̃ and β̃ refer to fluctuating quantities such as density, flux, elec-
tric and magnetic fields. Summation over repeating indexes is implied. Ĝ
is a coupling operator which describes how the source currents from the
incident wave and waves in plasma couple into a propagating mode of the
scattering waves (two different modes of electromagnetic waves propagate
in plasma in presence of the external magnetic field, ordinary O-mode and
extraordinary X-mode. The difference is in the polarisation of the electric
field of the wave with respect to the external magnetic field). Si,s are nor-
malized fluxes. Detailed expressions for them can be found in appendix B
in reference 65.

In the electrostatic limit, the CTS signal depends on the projection of
the fast ion velocity distribution function on a given direction:

g(u,R, z) =

∫

f(v, R, z)δ(u− kδ · v
kδ

)dv , (2.18)

where g is the projection of the velocity distribution function on kδ intro-
duced in Eq. (2.8), u is the velocity along the direction of projection, f(v)
is a 3D velocity distribution function and δ is the Dirac delta function. The
purpose of the fast ion CTS diagnostic is to infer the g(u,R, z) (later just
g(u)) from the scattering spectrum. This is done by forward modelling and
using Bayesian least-square fitting technique which takes information on all
relevant plasma parameters including their uncertainties into account [67].
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2.4 How To Interpret Fast Ion CTS Results

It is important to describe the relationship between the 2D fast ion distribu-
tion function and the diagnostic measurement. The results discussed here
have been published in reference 68.
As we know from Section 2.3, the model which is used to infer the projection
of the fast ion velocity distribution function implies that the plasma inside
the scattering volume is uniform and isotropic in the direction transversal
to the magnetic field. Thus the movement of fast ions with such approxima-
tion is truly 2D, i.e. does not depend on the gyroangle. There are several
ways how the fast ion velocity distribution function can be represented (see
Fig. 2.11). Usually fast ion velocity distribution function is shown in 2D
coordinates (v||, v⊥) or (E, p), where p is a pitch of fast ion to the magnetic
field, E is the kinetic energy of the energetic ion, v|| and v⊥ denote veloci-
ties parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, respectively. The 3D
coordinate system (v||, v⊥1, v⊥2) contains no additional information to the
coordinate system (v||, v⊥) since the movement in the direction transverse to
the magnetic field is assumed to be isotropic, leaving no dependence on the
gyroangle. In the 3D description this information is present, even though
it is not of practical importance. The parameters v⊥1 and v⊥2 denote two
orthogonal axes perpendicular to the magnetic field in a 3D Cartesian co-
ordinate system, the third coordinate, v||, is directed along magnetic field.
The g(u) representation (see Section 2.3) obviously lacks information on the
2D fast ion velocity distribution function. As it is shown in reference 68, a
reasonable reconstruction of the 2D distribution function can be found from
two or more simultaneous measurements of g(u) at the same location with
different resolved angles.

Fig. 2.12 illustrates where particles with particular velocity vectors elic-
its a response in the g(u) projection. A particle with velocity (vp||, v

p
⊥) with

a particular gyroangle γp will have the projection on kδ at u according to
Eq. (2.19):

up = vp||cos(φ) + vp⊥sin(φ)cos(γ
p) (2.19)

where φ is a projection angle of the measurement.

Now we know where to expect the response of fast ion with given veloc-
ities and a gyroangle. However, the CTS measurements give us an informa-
tion on the projection of the fast ion distribution function. Obtaining this
information, one would like to know which part of the 2D distribution gives
rise to the projection at a particular u. In order to understand that we can
employ a method of weight functions proposed by W. W. Heidbrink and
developed by M. Salewski [68]. The g(u), as it was written in Section 2.3,
is defined as
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Figure 2.11: Simulated by ASCOT steady-state slowing down velocity dis-
tributions of the fast ions for the TEXTOR discharge 111822 at R = 1.8
and z = 0; (a) 2D fast ion velocity distribution function (integrated over
the gyroangle); (b) 3D fast ion velocity distribution function (isotropic in
the transversal direction), black arrows shows the direction along which the
projections are taken; (c) 2D fast ion distribution function in energy - pitch
description; (d) The projections of the fast ion velocity distribution function
on the kδ directions indicated in Fig. 2.11(b).

g(u) =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
fv3Dδ(u− kδ · v

kδ
)dv||dv⊥1dv⊥2

It can alternatively be expressed in cylindrical coordinates (v||, v⊥, γ), where
γ is a gyroangle:

g(u) =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

0
fv2Ddv||dv⊥

∫ 2π

0
δ(u− v||cos(φ) + v⊥sin(φ)cos(γ))dγ
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Figure 2.12: (v||, v⊥1) plane. Large red dot represents a particle in the ve-
locity space at a particular of phase of the gyration. The coordinate of
this particle in the (v||, v⊥1) velocity plane is (vp||, v

p
⊥ · cos(γp)) and it is

depicted as a bold red dot. This particle at different phases of the gy-
romotion might be located in the velocity space in the following limits:
[(vp||, v

p
⊥), (v

p
||,−v

p
⊥)]. The limits are depicted as yellow dots. The projec-

tion of this interval (dashed lines are perpendiculars to the kδ) on kδ in-
dicate an interval on u direction where the particle will elicit a response:
[vp||cos(φ)− vp⊥sin(φ), v

p
||cos(φ) + vp⊥sin(φ)], where φ is an angle between kδ

and v|| axis. The figure is taken from reference 68

At the same time weight function is defined like in Eq. (2.20):

g(u, φ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

0
w(u, φ, v||, v⊥)f

v
2Ddv||dv⊥ (2.20)

From this one can conclude that the weight function is

w(u, φ, v||, v⊥) =

∫ 2π

0
δ(u− v||cos(φ) + v⊥sin(φ)cos(γ))dγ (2.21)

Using the properties of the Dirac’s δ - function and performing the integra-
tion, we find that the weight function is

w(u, φ, v||, v⊥) =
1

π
√

v2⊥sin
2(φ)− (u− v||cos(φ))2

(2.22)

An example of the inner product of the weight function for the same u and
different projection angles are shown in Fig. 6.9.
It should be noticed here that the weight functions for FIDA can be derived
in the same way. The weight functions approach is very important for future
multi-diagnostic studies of fast ions because it allows using experimental
results from both CTS and FIDA for the reconstruction of the 2D velocity
distribution function.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

The Risø DTU CTS group utilizes the CTS diagnostics at ASDEX Upgrade
and TEXTOR. This chapter is devoted to the description of the experimen-
tal setup used for the experiments. The tokamaks and auxiliary heating
systems are briefly discussed.

3.1 ASDEX Upgrade

ASDEX Upgrade is a mid-size tokamak located in Garching, Germany. The
main parameters of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak are listed in Table 3.1.
The tokamak has a very large power density of auxiliary heating. It is
equipped with 8 NBIs, ECRH, and ICRH systems. The NBIs provide differ-
ent injection geometries where it can make both on- and off-axis injection.
Injection species and target plasma are usually deuterium. The NBI sources
are grouped into two NBI boxes with different injection energies, 60 keV
(NBI box 1, NBI sources 1-4) and 93 keV (NBI box 2, NBI sources 5-8). A
sketch of the ASDEX Upgrade NBI geometry is shown in Fig. 3.1.
ASDEX Upgrade is well-equipped for fast ion studies. The sources of fast

Plasma limitation Single X-point configuration

Major radius 1.65 m

Minor horizontal radius, a 0.5 m

Minor vertical radius, b 0.8 m

Bt up to 3.1 T

Ip 400 - 1600 kA

Plasma volume 14 m3

Pulse duration up to 10 s

Total installed aux. heating power up to 26 MW

Heating methods NBI, ICRH, ECRH

Table 3.1: Main parameters of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak.
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ions are NBI (60 - 93 keV) and ICRH (up to MeV energies). A large set of
fast ion diagnostics is installed in the tokamak: CTS, FILD, FIDA, NPA,
neutron and γ-ray spectroscopy. A systematic multi-diagnostic approach to-
wards fast ion physics studies on ASDEX Upgrade is planned for the future.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the ASDEX Upgrade NBI system. NBI box 1
operates four 60 keV deuterium injectors with different launching geometry
(NBI1 - NBI4), NBI box 2 operates four 93 keV deuterium injectors with
different launching geometry (NBI5 - NBI8)
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3.2 CTS on ASDEX Upgrade

Currently, the CTS diagnostics on ASDEX Upgrade consists of one receiver
and a source of probing radiation. The new ECRH system at ASDEX Up-
grade is intended for four dual-frequency gyrotrons 140/105 GHz (currently
three of them are installed). The CTS diagnostic uses a gyrotron at 105
GHz frequency as a probing source because at standard ASDEX Upgrade
operating scenario (Bt = 2.5 T) the probing frequency does not coincide
with any harmonic of electron cyclotron resonance in the plasma, thus the
probing beam is not absorbed during the experiments. Four transmission
lines, one for each gyrotron, are used to transmit radiation from the sources
to the plasma, see Fig. 3.2. The CTS diagnostic shares transmission line
with the ECRH system. Currently, the CTS receiver at ASCDEX Upgrade
shares the transmission line with gyrotron no 2 and uses gyrotron no 1 (see
Fig. 3.2) as source of probing radiation.

The gyrotron radiation, after leaving the transmission line, is launched
in O-mode into the plasma using steerable mirrors. The O-mode of scat-
tering radiation is coupled to the waveguide also by means of a steerable
mirror. Use of steerable mirrors for the receiver and the probe (see Fig. 3.2)
provides the CTS diagnostic with flexibility in choosing different scattering
geometries. Mirror 1 in Fig. 3.2 is used for launching the probe beam into
the plasma and mirror 2 collects the scattering signal. Fig. 3.3 illustrates
the nomenclature of the antenna angles that will be described in this thesis.
Radiation from the plasma is coupled to the HE11 mode and propagates
through a 70 m long waveguide which ends at a matching optics unit (MOU
box, see Fig. 3.4) in the free-space propagation regime. The MOU box is
designed and primarily used for ECRH. It contains necessary quasioptical
components for launching high power microwaves into the plasma, namely
phase-correcting mirrors, broadband polarisers, and an HE11 coupling mir-
ror. Shown in Fig. 3.4, two additional mirrors are installed for the CTS op-
erating mode of the ECRH transmission line. One of the mirrors is mounted
on the frame of the MOU box on the side closer to the reader. Another mir-
ror is installed on a movable arm (see Fig. 3.4). When the movable arm is in
the outward position (Fig. 3.4(a)), the gyrotron radiation propagates freely
onto the phase correcting mirror, polarizers and finally into the waveguide.
The MOU box operates in the CTS regime when the movable mirror is
placed at the inward position shown on the Fig. 3.4(b). In this mode, the
received radiation propagating from the plasma through the waveguide is
intercepted between the polarizer and the the second phase correcting mir-
ror. The movable mirror reflects the radiation onto the fixed mirror which
couples it into the receiver horn.

A schematic of the CTS receiver [69] is depicted on Fig. 3.5.
The CTS receiver is of a heterodyne type and is designed to acquire signal
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Figure 3.2: Photo of the ECRH launchers on ASDEX Upgrade. Mirror no.
1 is used to launch probing radiation into the plasma, mirror no. 2 is used
to direct scattered radiation from the overlap volume into the waveguide.

in the range of 100-110 GHz. The main challenge which the CTS receiver on
ASDEX Upgrade faces is similar to the one on TEXTOR (see Section 3.3)
- it has to have a very large dynamic range to resolve a signal in the order
of a few eV with the background level of 30 - 200 eV depending on plasma
parameters and experimental geometry.

When the radiation enters the receiver, it propagates through the radio
frequency (RF) line in the receiver (shown in red in Fig. 3.5). The radiation
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.3: Illustration of the geometrical angles which are used to describe
mirror position. Top view of ASDEX Upgrade is shown in (a) and (b),
poloidal view is shown in (c) and (d). The figure shows the sign convention
used for the elevation and rotaitons angles which are angles with respect to
the mirror normal and the axis displayed in the figures (a) - (d).

contains scattering signal, ECE background and stray radiation from the
gyrotron. In order to protect the receiver from intense stray radiation from
the gyrotron, which can be many orders of magnitude larger than the ECE
background and the scattering signal, a series of two notch filters is installed
in the RF line of the receiver right after the horn. The stopband of the fil-
ters is centred around 104.95 GHz and each has a bandwidth of 130 MHz.
The notch filters were characterized separately because the dynamic range
of the network analyser was not sufficient for such measurements. However,
because the impedances of filters are matched, the combined transmittance
of two notch filters can be obtained by multiplication of their individual
transmittances (or summation in logarithmic scale). Thus, the combined
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: The MOU box in the normal (ECRH) operating mode (a) and
in the CTS operating mode(b). The steerable mirror diverts the radiation
propagating into the MOU box into the CTS receiver. Figure is taken from
reference 26.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the CTS receiver installed on ASDEX Upgrade.
Different colours depict different functional parts of the receiver. Figure is
taken from reference 69.

depth of the stopband exceeds 100 dB and reliably protects the components
of the CTS receiver further down the transmission line (as long as the gy-
rotron frequency stays inside the notch). The characteristics of the notch
filters are shown in Fig. 3.6.
In a heterodyne radiometer, a mixing stage with an external local oscillator
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Figure 3.6: Insertion losses of two notch filters measured separately in the
frequency range 100 - 110 GHz. Figure is taken from reference 69.

(LO, a source of radiation for the mixer) is used. In the ASDEX Upgrade
CTS receiver, the signal is mixed with a frequency in the range of 95 GHz.
In order prevent any signal with frequencies from outside the range of 100
- 110 GHz, a bandpass filter is installed after the notch filters. Unfortu-
nately, because of peculiarities in the designs of cavities of the bandpass
filter, it has relatively high transmittance for frequencies in the range of 140
GHz. Gyrotrons at ASDEX Upgrade work routinely at this frequency dur-
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ing standard ASDEX Upgrade operations. Thus a very strong signal can be
expected at this frequency. In order to minimize risks for the receiver, an
additional low-pass filter with the limiting frequency of approximately 140
GHz is installed.
During switching-on time, the gyrotron frequency chirps down typically by
approximately 100 - 200 MHz. The results of the stray radiation measure-
ments are presented in Fig. 3.7 [26], and the methodology of the measure-
ments is described in reference 70. The space between the two black dashed
horizontal lines denotes the frequency range which is protected by the notch
filter. As will be descibed in Section 4.5, the CTS measurements require
modulation of the probing beam. One can see in Fig. 3.7 that the first 500
µs and the last 200 µs of the gyrotron-on phase where the power is ramped,
the CTS receiver is not protected by the notch filters. Thus, for safety
reasons, a voltage control variable attenuator (VCVA) is present. When
activated, it applies 40 dB attenuation to the full frequency band, i.e. typ-
ically every 2 ms because the gyrotron power is modulated for background
subtraction, for details see Section 4.5.
The final element in the RF line is an isolator which is used to avoid stand-

Figure 3.7: Measurements of the frequency chirp of the Odyssey-2 gyrotron
firing into the load at different power levels (120 kW and 560 kW) at dif-
ferent times of operations: right after the switching on (Toffset = 0) and
four seconds later (Toffset = 4). Two horizontal black dashed lines depict
boundaries of notch filters. The figure is taken from reference 26.

ing waves due to reflections between the RF components.
In the ASDEX Upgrade CTS receiver, a mixer with an IMPATT diode tech-
nology is employed. This mixer is fed by the LO working at a frequency of
fLO = 95.56 GHz. It converts the RF signal in the range of 100 - 110 GHz
into the signal in the intermediate frequency (IF) range of 4.5 - 14.5 GHz.
The conversion loss in the mixer is frequency-dependent and varies from 5
to 6 dB, as shown in Fig. 3.8. In general, the scattering signal from the
plasma is weak, additionally insertion losses of each element of the receiver
is around 1-2 dB, and therefore amplifiers are needed. After the mixer a
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broadband amplifier with gain of 26 dB is installed.
The down-converted signal is fed to a 4-way power splitter. The fourth
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Figure 3.8: Conversion losses of the mixer measured as a ratio between input
RF power and output IF power. Figure is taken from reference 69.

output is used solely for monitoring purposes. Signal from each of three
remaining bands is transmitted to the band-pass filters. The central bank
has a bandwidth of 1 GHz and is centred around the down-converted fre-
quency of the probing radiation. Two other bands cover the up- and the
down-shifted parts of the spectrum. The splitter is needed for several rea-
sons. Firstly, very large spectral power density (SPD) is measured in the
proximity of the probing frequency and the SPD far away from the probing
frequency is low. In order to get a maximum dynamic range, signal with fre-
quency farther away from the gyrotron frequency should be amplified more
then signal with frequency closer to the gyrotron frequency. Another reason
is to protect the receiver. If for any reason the receiver is exposed to stray
radiation from a gyrotron and it is not blocked by either the notch filters
or by the VCVA, only one band out of three would be affected. An ampli-
fier in conjunction with an attenuator are present after each output of the
triband box. This is due to the fact that the amplification coefficients of the
amplifiers are fixed and the total gain can be varied by attenuators installed
after the amplifiers in series. Putting attenuators before amplifiers typically
reduces signal-to-noise ratio significantly. As it is shown in Fig. 3.5, after the
attenuators signal is conveyed to 3 dB couplers, so half of the power enters
into a broadband monitoring channels and another half is being amplified
once again and than being transferred into the filter bank. The total gain of
the triband box (a part of the receiver from the 4-way power splitter until
the 3 dB couplers, shown in blue in Fig. 3.5) is depicted in Fig. 3.9. Signal
from the triband box outputs is fed to square-law diodes, whose character-
istics were measured and is presented in Fig. 3.10, through band-pass filters
with the bandwidth from 100 MHz (in the central part of the spectrum)
up to 1 GHz (filters for the outermost frequencies compared with the prob-
ing frequency). It is very important for calibration that diodes respond to
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Figure 3.9: Total gain of the triband box (blue in Fig. 3.5). Figure is taken
from reference [69].

incident power linearly, therefore sensitivity −dUout/dPin for each diode is
calculated, see Fig. 3.10(b). Obviously, when the input power exceeds -23
dBm (0 dBm = 1 mW), the sensitivity drops and the diode response to the
input power is not linear any more. The voltage measured on the diodes
has negative polarity and is directly proportional to the incident power at
intermediate frequencies. The signal from the diodes is acquired by 24 bit
105 samples per second ADC cards from National Instruments. However, 24
bits of dynamic range measure signal from +10 V to -10 V, meaning 20 V in
total, at the same time diodes, succeeded by the video amplifiers, produce
voltage in the range of 0 to -10 V. Thus effective bit depth of our acquisition
is 23 bits, which is sufficient.
The CTS diagnostic at ASDEX Upgrade currently undergoes a major up-
grade. The receiver is being relocated into the NBI control room where
access to all four transmission lines is possible. Installing RF switches al-
lows to assign any transmission line for transmitting either probe or receiver
signal. Secondly, a new receiver is about to be installed there. Two receivers
make simultaneous measurements at different radii possible. The upgraded
diagnostic will be commissioned during the 2012 experimental campaign.
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Figure 3.10: Characteristics of the square-law diodes which are used in the
receiver detection scheme. (a) Shows the diode characteristics. Channels
with higher sensitivity in high-frequency band are no 42, 44, 46; (b) shows
diodes sensitivity to the input power (in V/mW), diodes are driven in non-
linear regime if the input power exceeds -23 dBm
.

3.3 TEXTOR

TEXTOR is an acronym forTokamakEXperiment forTechnicallyOriented
Research. TEXTOR is a medium-size tokamak in Forschungszentrum Jülich,
Germany. It has similar major radius to ASDEX Upgrade but much smaller
plasma volume. This is due to the circular plasma cross-section of the TEX-
TOR tokamak. The basic parameters of the TEXTOR machine are listed
in Table 3.2. The tokamak is equipped with two NBIs which are used in
CTS experiments as sources of fast ions. The top view of TEXTOR with
the injectors is shown in Fig. 3.11. The NBIs can accelerate hydrogen or
deuterium up to 50 keV per particle and operate at the power level of up
to 1.3 MW each. These injectors have very parallel injection geometry with
the same tangency radius R ≈ 1.65 m, see Fig. 3.11. One of NBIs injects
in co-IP direction another in counter-IP (co- and ctr-NBI, respectively). In
the CTS experiments NBI primarily works with hydrogen in order to avoid
an enhanced radiation level due to D - D reactions between the beam ions
and the background plasma. Another reason is that having the same en-
ergy, hydrogen atoms move with

√
2 larger speed than deuterium, therefore

they cause a larger frequency shift in the spectrum of the scattering signal.
Calculations of the ionization profile provided by the ASCOT and VENUS
codes show, that during typical CTS scenario discharges the deposition pro-
file of the NBI-originated fast ions peaks in the plasma centre.
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Plasma limitation Limiter / Dynamic Ergodic Divertor

Major radius 1.75 m

Minor radius 0.47 m

Bt up to 3 T

Ip up to 800 kA

Plasma cross section Circular

Plasma volume 7 m3

Pulse duration up to 10 s

Total installed aux. heating power up to 9 MW*

Heating methods NBI, ICRH, ECRH**

Table 3.2: Main parameters of the TEXTOR tokamak. * - include ECRH;
** - ECRH is currently decommissioned. The data are taken from www2.fz-
juelich.de

TEXTOR is equipped with two gyrotrons working at frequency of 140 GHz
and 110 GHz, respectively. The CTS diagnostic utilizes the 110 GHz gy-
rotron as a source of probing radiation at Bt = 2.6 T. At this scenario the
gyrotron frequency does not coincide with any harmonic of the electron cy-
clotron resonance in the plasma. Thus the probing beam is not absorbed
and the electron cyclotron emission is minimized.

Figure 3.11: Schematic of the installation of TEXTOR NBI. Top view. The
figure is a courtesy of R. Uhlemann.
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3.4 CTS on TEXTOR

The CTS diagnostic on the TEXTOR tokamak is very similar to the one on
ASDEX Upgrade and historically was built earlier. Here mainly the differ-
ences between the two are described.
The 110 GHz gyrotron is primarily used for the CTS experiments. The
front-end part of TEXTOR CTS, like at ASDEX Upgrade, is equipped with
steerable mirrors, see Fig. 3.13, but unlike the current ASDEX Upgrade
CTS (Fig. 3.5), the probing and receiving mirrors are located on top of each
other. This difference has implications on alignment check for both ASDEX
and TEXTOR CTS systems. This will be discussed in Section 4.3. It is also
important to mention that the CTS system on TEXTOR can make toroidal
sweeps during discharges, in contrast to the one on ASDEX Upgrade.
Unlike the ASDEX Upgrade CTS diagnostic, the CTS system at TEXTOR
does not utilize an ECRH transmission line for conveying scattering signal
to the receiver. After leaving the plasma, received radiation is transferred
to the receiver in free-space propagation mode, see Fig. 3.12.
Different probing frequency requires higher local oscillator frequency in

Figure 3.12: Schematic of the CTS quasioptical transmission line for the
CTS receiver. Figure is taken from reference 71.

the mixing unit (100.6 GHz) in order to mix the signal to the convenient
intermediate frequency (IF) band.
In the IF part of the CTS receiver, the system at TEXTOR uses a triplexer.
The triplexer splits the signal in the frequency range of 0.5 - 40 GHz into
three frequency bands. One of the outputs (bandwidth 18 - 40 GHz) is ter-
minated, another output (bandwidth 8 - 18 GHz) is fed to a diplexer which
divides the signal into two bands with frequencies 8 - 10.68 GHz and 10.68
GHz - 18 GHz. The signal after the triplexer and the diplexer and further
amplification is conveyed further to the filters and the detection diodes.
The receiver has 42 channels. 32 of them have a bandwidth of 80 MHz each
and are probing the central part of the spectrum, where the spectral power
is the highest. The rest of the channels have bandwidths from 140 MHz
to 750 MHz depending on how far the frequency which they are probing is
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from the probing frequency. The ADCs are similar to those installed in the
ASDEX Upgrade CTS receiver.

Figure 3.13: Steerable in-vessel receiver mirror on TEXTOR CTS. Figure
is taken from reference 72.

3.5 Receiver Upgrade for High Frequency Resolu-

tion Measurements

For performing fuel ion ratio measurements [73–75] (see Section 5.4) and
measurements related to NBI-induced instabilities [76] described in Chapter
8, frequency resolution requirements for a receiver are much higher than
existing set-ups could provide. In these experiments, harmonics of ion cy-
clotron frequency in the plasma have to be resolved. For investigations of
the ion cyclotron structure in the scattering spectrum, the frequency res-
olution should be in the order of a few MHz. In order to fulfil such high
demands, a Tektronix Digital Phosphor Oscilloscope (model DPO 7104) was
connected to the receiver, see Fig. 3.14. An upgraded part of the receiver
is shown in light blue. The oscilloscope can acquire data with up to 5·109
samples per second and 8 bit per sample. It is equipped with 256 MB of
fast memory which allows acquisition of nearly 50 ms of data. The fast
oscilloscope is connected to the center band of the triplexer through an ad-
ditional amplifier and a power splitter. The split signal is transmitted to
the second mixing stage via the band-pass filter with bandwidth of 1 GHz.
The band-pass filter is essential because it helps to avoid aliasing. After the
band-pass filter the signal in the frequency range from 9 GHz to 10 GHz
is mixed down to frequencies of 0.2 GHz to 1.2 GHz and, after additional
amplification, is ready for detection. Recently the ASDEX Upgrade CTS
receiver was upgraded with a fast acquisition system for the same purposes
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Figure 3.14: A schematic of the upgraded CTS receiver on TEXTOR. Light
blue shows a new, upgraded part of the receiver. The oscilloscope is Tek-
tronix DPO 7104.

but due to its similarity it will not be discussed here.
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Chapter 4

Methodology of the

Experiments

In this chapter preparatory steps for the CTS experiments on ASDEX Up-
grade and TEXTOR, and methodology of the experiments are described.
CTS diagnostics work at frequencies in the range of electron cyclotron fre-
quency in fusion plasmas. Typical values of the SPD from scattering due to
fast ion motion is in the order of a few electron-volts. However, the electron
temperature in the plasma is somewhere from several tens of eV to several
keV. It is important to note that even though the plasma is not optically
thick at the locations where the background originates from, the values of
the SPD from the electron cyclotron emission are in the order of the local
electron temperature and thus much higher than the SPD of the scattering
signal. That reduces the signal-to-noise ratio drastically. In order to avoid
low signal-to-noise ratios, the magnetic field should be chosen in a way so
that all frequencies which the CTS receiver can detect should not coincide
with any harmonic of electron-cyclotron emission (ECE) from the plasma.
This is briefly illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The probing and receiver beams are
not allowed to be absorbed, either. In the case of ASDEX Upgrade and
TEXTOR, CTS experiments are performed at on-axis magnetic field values
Bt = 2.5− 2.6 T. At such values of the magnetic field, the plasma is located
in between the fundamental and the second harmonics of electron-cyclotron
resonances for all the frequencies which the CTS receivers are sensitive to.
Just as a remark, the CTS in ITER will work at 60 GHz. Such a low fre-
quency is used partly because of the large cross-sections of plasmas in ITER
which makes it impossible to find a frequency when it located in between
the harmonics of resonances.
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Figure 4.1: A sketch illustrating a dependence of ECE background detected
by the CTS receiver from position of EC resonances in the plasma.

4.1 Alignment of the Transmission Line

Alignment is of crucial importance for the CTS diagnostic. This is because
the beam travels a fairly long distance between the launcher/receiver and
the plasma. Alignment of the transmission line for the probing radiation is
typically a responsibility of the ECRH groups, because the same gyrotron
and transmission line is used for plasma heating. Alignment of the receiving
part of the diagnostic is made by the CTS group. The procedure for the
ASDEX Upgrade CTS system is described in details in reference 26, the
results are briefly summarized in this section. Travelling in the overmoded
waveguide with a large amount of mitre-bends, even a small misalignment
at a certain location in the waveguide can cause significant astigmatism and
creation of side-lobes. Correct alignment is of crucial importance for the
right localization of measurements. An example of poor alignment of the
transmission line is shown in Fig. 4.2. This section is devoted to alignment
of the CTS diagnostic in ASDEX Upgrade. For proper microwave align-
ment a device named micro-rig is used. This is a two-dimensional scanning
rig with a sniffer probe coupled with a 110 GHz detection diode, developed
and constructed at Risø DTU. A Gunn diode or a backward wave oscilla-
tor working at 110 GHz is used as a source of radiation. The power of the
source should be low enough so that the detection diode works in the linear
regime. In order to align the transmission line, a piece-wise method is used.
For this, the source of radiation is placed into the transmission line using
an HE11 coupler which transforms the Gaussian beam into the HE11 mode.
The piece-wise alignment is carried out between two components from the
HE11 section towards the receiver. A specially constructed two-way laser
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: Examples of good and bad alignment in the MOU box measured
with the micro-rig are shown in (a) (ellipticity 0.97) and (b) (ellipticity
0.75). The intersection of the two red dashed lines corresponds to the center
of the beam in case of ideal alignment. (c) shows where the measurements
presented in (a) and (b) were made. (d) shows the case of a side lobe in the
beam measured at the end of the waveguide next to the tokamak when laser
alignment was perfect. Figure is taken from reference 26.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of laser alignment in the MOU box. Red dashed lines
denotes a laser beam.

is used to connect geometrical centres of the components. The laser is also
used to reference the micro-rig measurements. The micro-rig scan is con-
ducted after laser alignment. The astigmatism and misalignment detected
during the measurements are corrected by adjusting mirror angles. The fi-
nal stage of ex-vessel alignment is carried out by attaching the source to
the receiver horn and carrying out a piece-wise alignment inside the MOU
box (see Fig. 4.3). The position of the receiver horn and the position of
the coupling mirror were found to influence ex-vessel alignment the most.
In-vessel measurements are made in order to check that neither probing nor
receiver beam would have any side lobes at any settings of the antenna mir-
rors. Micro-rig scans confirmed this for different angles of the antennas,
also at extreme values. The ASDEX Upgrade ECRH group performed laser
calibration, so they mapped the settings of the antennas to elevation and
rotation angles. Another purpose of the in-vessel measurements is to find
discrepancies between laser and microwave alignment. For this the micro-
rig scans at fixed antenna values were performed. For acquiring positions of
the centre of the beam measured by the micro-rig, the FARO arm, supplied
and operated by the ASDEX Upgrade staff, is used. This instrument has
many degrees of freedom; once positioned at the known location it tracks
the location of its tip in Cartesian coordinates. Performing measurements
at different distances from the antenna and obtaining the 3D positions of
the beam centres, a vector representing wave propagation can be calculated
and compared with the results of the laser calibration. Spacing between the
propagation direction vector of the microwaves and the laser beam as a func-
tion of distance from the antenna is shown in Fig. 4.4 for various antenna
settings. It shows that for typical CTS experiments the deviation is less than
2 cm, or 1◦. A similar method was used on TEXTOR, but the functions
of the micro-rig and the FARO arm were delegated to a single robot device
which makes microwave measurements and obtaining a coordinate in 3D of
each measurement point.
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Figure 4.4: Spacing between the wave propagation vector of the microwaves
and the laser beam as a function of distance from the steerable mirror.
Poloidal and top views of used antenna settings are depicted in the top left
corner. The figure is taken from reference 26.

4.2 Ray-tracing and Beam-tracing

The CTS diagnostics installed on TEXTOR and ASDEX Upgrade are ca-
pable of performing measurements at different spatial locations with various
projection angles with respect to the mangetic field. Such a flexibility is
achieved by using movable mirrors for the front-end parts of the ECRH
launching system and the CTS receiver. However, flexibility requires very
careful alignment (see Section 4.1). Moreover, even in the case of a well-
aligned system in non-transversal launching and receiving geometries, re-
fraction has a significant impact on beam trajectories in plasmas. In order
to deal with these challenges and find the mirror positions for which probing
and receiving beams intersect, an overlap sweep is used.

4.2.1 Overlap Sweep

The essence of this method is sweeping one of the beams (receiver or probing)
across another in order to find the mirror settings at which the maximum
overlap is achieved. Typically the gyrotron launching mirror is kept still
while the receiver mirror is swept. A sketch of the process is depicted in
Fig. 4.5. The time trace of the received signal in one of the bulk channels
(no. 27) in the TEXTOR receiver during the overlap sweep is shown in
Fig. 4.5(c). The background (blue in the figure) does not change significantly
during the sweep because the majority of the background radiation is located
at the edge of the plasma. The signal during gyrotron-on periods shown in
red (which consists of both ECE background and scattering) has a bell-like
shape. Sudden drops in level between signal level at two neighbour gyrotron-
on periods is due to sawtooth oscillations which change plasma temperature
and density inside the sawtooth inversion radius (where the overlap volume
is located). When the mirror position at the moment of maximum overlap is
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identified, the location of the measurement volume can be determined using
ray-tracing (see next subsection). An example of two scattering geometries
for ASDEX Upgrade is shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic illustration of the overlap sweep. Solid blue lines
denote probing beam and solid green lines denote receiver beam. (a) Top
view of the TEXTOR tokamak. Two sets of solid green lines denote initial
and final position of the receiver beam, the black arrow denotes the direction
of the scan; (b) Poloidal cross-section of the TEXTOR tokamak, the probing
and receiver are at the position of maximum overlap, the pink ellipsoid
estimates the size of the scattering volume; (c) An example of the received
signal in channel 27 of the TEXTOR CTS receiver during the overlap sweep,
discharge 111506. Red and blue lines correspond to gyrotron-on and -off
periods, respectively.

4.2.2 Ray-tracing

Equations for ray-tracing are well-known and described in reference 77:
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Figure 4.6: Scattering geometries in ASDEX Upgrade simulated with a
relativistic ray-tracing code. Green and blue lines represent the receiver
and probe beams, respectively. Arrows denote wave vectors. The direction
of plasma current and magnetic field are marked.

∂r

∂t
= ∂ω

∂k (4.1)

∂k

∂t
= −∂ω

∂r (4.2)

However, these equations are not easy to handle numerically. Instead,
they were re-written in terms of weakly relativistic dispersion function, Λ,
described in reference 63:

∂r

∂t
= − ∂Λ/∂k

∂Λ/∂ω (4.3)

∂k

∂t
= ∂Λ/∂r

∂Λ/∂ω (4.4)

Ray-tracing technique requires that anti-Hermitian part of the dielectric
tensor, ǫa, is small. In other words it means that there should be very
little absorption or emission. This limitation is not severe for the CTS
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experiments since they anyway require that harmonics of electron cyclotron
resonance which have frequencies in the sensitivity range of the CTS receiver,
are located outside plasma volume.
In the CTS group, a weakly relativistic ray-tracing code is used [63]. Using
this code, the position of the scattering volume, as well as the projection
angle, are estimated after the experiments. In order to evaluate the size of
the overlap volume, an iterative technique is used. Typically, the probing
and the receiver beams are approximated by five rays: one central one and
four which denote the width of the beam at 1/e2 of the maximum power level.
Because ray-tracing does not reflect the evolution of the Gaussian beam
along its trajectory, at the first iteration, where the position of maximum
overlap is identified the distance to the launching and receiver mirrors is
calculated, then the beam width is recalculated taking into account that

w = w0

√

1 +
z2

z2R
, (4.5)

where z is the distance along the beam from the focal point, w is beam waist
and zR = πω0/λ is the Rayleigh range. A new value of the beam width is
substituted into the ray-tracing program and a better estimate of the size
of the overlap volume and overlap integral, Ob, is obtained.

4.2.3 Beam-tracing

Ray-tracing is a very powerful and fast tool for the CTS experiments. How-
ever, ray-tracing does not take beam diffraction into account. In the CTS
experiments waves in O-mode do not experience much diffraction, but it is
of particular importance for the work on sawtooth destabilization by elec-
tron cyclotron current drive (ECCD), see Chapter 9. In order to be able
to simulate correctly the current deposition profile, the beam-tracing code
TORBEAM is used [78]. In this code, the diffraction and refraction mech-
anisms are combined with the simplicity of the ray-tracing. In the code
the ray-tracing is used to calculate the position of the wave front. At each
time step the transversal structure of the beam is calculated with greater
accuracy, which allows to calculate the beam absorption profile, from which
ECCD can be calculated.

4.3 Alignment Check of Quasi Optical Receiver

Mirrors of the CTS Diagnostic by Measure-

ments of Sawteeth

As it is discussed in Section 4.1, alignment is very important for successful
CTS experiments. There the methods of the alignment check and correc-
tion are discussed. However, information on the alignment is essential during
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the experiments. One of such checks is described in Section 4.2. Depend-
ing on the relative placement of the receiver and probe mirrors, the overlap
sweep [25] is very sensitive to either rotation angle misalignment (TEXTOR)
or elevation angle misalignment (ASDEX Upgrade). At the same time there
was no reliable method how to control elevation (TEXTOR) or rotation
(ASDEX Upgrade) angle misalignment.
A new elevation angle alignment check is developed for the TEXTOR toka-
mak. The magnetic field for this check should have such a value that ECE
from the plasma which is detected by the receiver should originate from
the resonance layer which intersects the q = 1 surface. The bisection point
exactly halfway between our calculated values should lie at z = 0, because
plasma equilibrium in TEXTOR is vertically symmetric with respect to the
equatorial plane if no vertical shift is applied. This makes the CTS exper-
iments during the alignment check of the discharge practically impossible
due to a very slow rate of changing the toroidal magnetic field in tokamaks
(for TEXTOR and ASDEX Upgrade a typical value is ±0.1 T/s). It means
that ramping the magnetic field in the CTS discharge from 2.6 T (at this
value of the magnetic field the fast ion CTS diagnostic normally works)
down to 1.9 T (at this value of the magnetic field the alignment check was
performed) would take approximately seven seconds, which is longer than
the duration of a typical TEXTOR discharge. The CTS receiver in the ECE

Figure 4.7: A sketch illustrating the principle of post factum elevation align-
ment check using the CTS receiver as an ECE radiometer. The q = 1 mag-
netic surface is shown as a black dashed circle; black vertical and dashed
lines show the lower- and the upper-most positions of electron-cyclotron
resonance which the receiver is sensitive to; the green box denotes the steer-
able mirror of the receiver, solid green lines represent the beam of EC waves
propagating into the receiver; the green arrow indicates the direction of the
receiver mirror sweep.
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radiometer regime is sensitive to the changes in electron temperature. The
electron temperature changes rapidly during a sawtooth event (∼ 10µs). In
order to find the location of the intersection of the resonance layer with the
q = 1 surface, the receiver beam is swept across the plasma, as it is shown
in Fig. 4.7. This is made by scanning the elevation angle of the receiver
mirror. When the receiver beam is swept across the q = 1, inverse sawtooth
oscillations are followed by direct sawtooth oscillations when the received
radiation originates from inside the sawtooth inversion radius.
A time series of the ECE signal (channel no. 19 of the CTS receiver) from
TEXTOR discharge 112963 is presented in Fig. 4.8. In this discharge, the
toroidal magnetic field on axis was Bt = 1.9 T. One can clearly see that the
signal in the beginning of the scan originates from outside of q = 1 surface
because the signal variation has a clear inverse-sawtooth shape. At around
t = 2.9 s an inverted sawtooth signature in the signal vanishes (Fig. 4.8(b))
and then appears again as a normal sawtooth. This is a clear sign of cross-
ing of the q = 1 surface and the signal originates from inside the inversion
radius. Continuing the sweep, the q = 1 surface is crossed again which is
indicated by the change in the sawtooth signature in the receiver signal from
sawtooth-like to inverted sawtooth(Fig. 4.8(c)).
There are a number of reasons why the transition between normal and in-
verted sawtooth is so not abrupt. The first reason is geometrical. On the
magnetic surface where q = 1 exactly, electron temperature and density
should not change at all. In the very proximity of the surface, changes
are small. Secondly, the received beam is Gaussian and has a finite width.
It means that a weighted average over a beam width takes place, so it is
difficult to spot a precise location of the transition. An effect of a finite
bandwidth of channels in the CTS receiver is negligible.
Location in the plasma where the detected radiation originates from, is cal-
culated using the ray-tracing code. If the elevation alignment is correct,
the z - coordinate of both locations where the resonance layer intersects the
q = 1 magnetic surface should by symmetric with respect to the equatorial
plane. For the discharge which is discussed here, the z - coordinate of the
intersection points are z = −14.1 cm and z = 12.7 cm. An error-bar of the
measurements is σz = 1.6 cm, so the elevation beam alignment is correct
within the uncertainty of 1.5◦.

4.4 Calibration

A CTS receiver needs a very careful calibration. As one can see from the
equation of transfer (Eq. (2.15)), the received spectrum is proportional to
the scattering function Σ and to the multiplicand which contains constants,
electron density and the overlap integral. The multiplicand does not depend
on the fast ion distribution function and therefore acts as a scaling factor.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Time trace of raw signal in channel 19 of the TEXTOR CTS
receiver during the elevation angle scan (rotation angle 0◦) in TEXTOR
discharge 112963 in X-mode. The scan is performed from bottom to top
with crossing z = 0 plane. The time span when the radiation originates
from inside the q = 1 magnetic surface is marked, arrows show the moments
when the receiver beam crossed the q = 1 surface. The signal at these
moments, (b) and (c) are indicated by arrows, zoomed in and showed in (b)
and (c).
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The scaling factor can be determined during fitting. Taking into account
that each detection channel is equipped with its own band-pass filter, detec-
tion diode with an individual characteristic (see Fig. 3.10 for example) and
that groups of the detection channels are treated by different amplifiers and
attenuators after leaving the splitting stage, the absolute values for the cal-
ibration coefficients can be arbitrary but the ratio between the calibration
coefficients of various channels should be found correctly.
It is unavoidable to use the scaling factor anyway during the data analysis
because the ray-tracing code (see Section 4.2) determines the position of an
overlap volume accurately but the size of the overlap and its comparison
with experimental results is a large source of errors due to uncertainties in
plasma parameters and the diagnostic alignment.
The receiver can be cross-calibrated with another plasma diagnostic, i.e.
ECE or incoherent Thomson scattering or calibrated directly with the black-
body sources of radiation. Each method has its own advantages and disad-
vantages.

4.4.1 Liquid Nitrogen Calibration

This method of calibration is actively used to calibrate the ASDEX Upgrade
CTS receiver. The CTS receiver is sensitive to the radiation power at the
level of a fraction of a µW. Thus it is sensitive to the difference in radiation
intensities of black bodies at room temperature and liquid nitrogen temper-
ature. Assuming that the receiver works in a linear regime, the calibration
is inferred. The signal in each channel can be calibrated using the following
relation:

S(V ) = k · (TBB + Tnoise), (4.6)

where S is a measured signal (in V), k is a calibration coefficient, TBB is
black body temperature and Tnoise is noise temperature. The noise temper-
ature shows an effective temperature of the receiver resulting in non-zero
signal from measurements with zero temperature. Typically, for ASDEX
Upgrade receiver Tnoise ≈ 5− 10 eV . Fig. 4.9 shows a photo of the receiver
at ASDEX Upgrade with calibration hardware. The chopper mirror which
is mentioned above, is a mirror which can be put into the transmission line
by an electrical motor that switches views between a room temperature
black body and a special bucket with liquid nitrogen. For better statistics,
many repeat measurements are conducted. In order for the thermal radia-
tion spectrum in the mm-range originating from the liquid nitrogen bucket
to be similar to the spectrum of a black body, the inner walls of the bucket
are covered with a special absorbing material called ecosorb.
Liquid nitrogen calibration does not include the instrument function of the
RF transmission line (which includes mirrors, polarisers, a diamond window
and over 70 meters of overmoded waveguide with miter bends) into account.
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Figure 4.9: Photo of ASDEX Upgrade CTS receiver. Red ellipses denote
the bucket for liquid nitrogen and the chopper mirror.

The instrument function of the transmission line has to be included in the
calibration at a later stage, since it might be a source of uncertainties. How-
ever, this method of calibration may be used absolutely independently from
any other activities which take place at the experimental site.
The feasibility analysis for improvement of liquid nitrogen calibration by
adding a hot source into the calibration scheme was carried out. SiC was
chosen as material for the viewing surface (of the same size as a cold source
at liquid nitrogen temperature) with operating temperature of 800 ◦C be-
cause it mimics the black body emission for our range of frequencies. Such a
value was chosen as minimum possible temperature which allows using the
third point on the calibration curve significantly different from the point
corresponding to room temperature. However, technical difficulties made
this project problematic: the radiation power of a hot source at 800 ◦C
with minimum possible size would radiate more than 5 kW. The receiver at
ASDEX Upgrade will be moved to a new location in the NBI control room.
Approximately 10 m2 are dedicated for the CTS diagnostics, this space is
limited with walls and has no technical capabilities of maintaining room
temperature when such powerful heat sources are used.

4.4.2 Cross-calibration with Another Diagnostic

Using this method, the receiver is calibrated assuming radiation which is
leaving the plasma is black-body radiation. During the calibration, the
receiver is working as an ECE-radiometer. In order to be able to relate
the received signal with the black-body radiation, we should assume that
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the radiation originates from an optically thick region. Thus the receiver’s
polarizers are set to X-mode and the magnetic field is chosen such that
the frequencies to which the receiver is susceptible to correspond to the
second harmonic of electron-cyclotron resonance in the centre of the plasma.
When the black-body condition is fulfilled, the intensity of ECE obeys the
Rayleigh-Jeans law:

IECE =
ω2Te
8π2c2

(4.7)

A very big advantage of this method is that the calibration curve includes an
instrumental function of the transmission line, which is very important due
to possible frequency selectivity of windows, waveguides, etc. However, the
disadvantage is that this method relies on calibration of another diagnostic
and that is a source of possible error. Another aspect which one has to be
careful about is a possibility to run the receiver in the non-linear regime. It
is implied during the CTS measurements that the output of the receiver (V)
scales linearly with the SPD of received radiation (eV). However, the linear
scaling breaks if the amplifiers and/or diodes reach certain output power be-
cause the amount of radiation seen by the receiver during cross-calibration
shots is significantly higher than in CTS discharges. Thus one has to always
monitor that the amplifiers never reach their 1 dB compression point. 1
dB compression point sets an operational limit for a linear amplifier. It is
defined as an input power at which the output power of the amplifiers is 1
dB less than expected by a linear approximation Pout = Gain · Pin.
Another possible source of error is mapping of the locations of origin of re-
ceived radiation by the different diagnostics on normalized plasma radius, ρ.

A big advantage of the cross-calibration method in comparison with
liquid nitrogen calibration is a large amount of data points at different tem-
peratures for proper statistics. Referring to the liquid nitrogen calibration
technique one has to keep in mind that the slope reconstructions having
just two points on the diagram is correct, assuming that everything works
linearly. However, having so few data at different temperatures makes it
impossible to recognize non-linear regime of the receiver or a hardware fail-
ure. An example is shown in Fig. 4.10, which depicts cross-calibration graph
of the ASDEX Upgrade receiver with an ECE diagnostic during discharge
26550. Red stars denote measurements made by the CTS receiver and the
ECE diagnostic, blue line shows the slope obtained by least square fitting
of the cross-calibration data and additionally data obtained at zero temper-
ature (with no plasma in the vessel). The magenta line shows the results
of fitting excluding zero-temperature data. Ideally, in case of no hardware
failures and good statistics these two lines should be indistinguishable. How-
ever, one can clearly see that for channel 1 (Fig. 4.10(a)) the slopes of blue
and magenta lines differ a lot. The results of the same calibration for chan-
nel 32 (Fig. 4.10(b)) look correct.
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Figure 4.10: ECE data plotted against raw CTS data in ASDEX Upgrade
discharge 26550 for channel 1 (a) and channel 32 (b). The blue and magenta
lines show calibration slopes for data included measurements without plasma
(zero temperature) and excluded, respectively.

Very similar to the ECE cross-calibration technique, cross-calibration
with incoherent Thomson scattering was implemented on TEXTOR. There
the collective Thomson scattering diagnostic was calibrated by the incoher-
ent Thomson scattering diagnostic. The resulting calibration curve is shown
in Fig. 4.11. Fig. 4.12 shows a raw signal from the receiver in TEXTOR
discharge 111509 averaged over 1 ms and the same data after calibration
was applied. Cross-calibration on TEXTOR uses temperature data from
incoherent Thomson scattering diagnostic.
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Figure 4.11: Cross-calibration of the CTS receiver at TEXTOR with the
incoherent Thomson scattering diagnostic. The calibration curve is shown
in (a); DC offset of the ADCs is depicted in (b)
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Figure 4.12: Shot No.111509, averaged over 1 ms between 2.811 s and 2.812
s (102 samples) (a) Averaged raw signal from the receiver; (b) The same
signal after calibration was applied

4.5 Background Subtraction and Secondary Emis-

sion in the CTS Data

The CTS receivers both on TEXTOR and ASDEX Upgrade are sensitive to
the frequencies ±5 GHz around the probing frequency (110 GHz and 105
GHz, respectively). The received radiation consists of scattering signal and
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ECE background. In order to distinguish between the two, the gyrotron
power is modulated. For CTS experiments, the gyrotron usually works with
50% duty cycle, 2 ms on/2 ms off. Due to the fact that the gyrotron power
is not absorbed in the plasma and may occasionally damage the first wall
tiles and/or other diagnostics, a total gyrotron energy limit per discharge
is applied. Thus, when CTS measurements require long acquisition (for
example during the overlap sweep), the gyrotron duty cycle is altered. For
frequencies far enough from the probing frequency, i.e. corresponding to
the first and the last channels in the receiver, no scattering is expected.
The signal in these channels should only be due to the background ECE
radiation. Thus, these channels are called the background channels. The
background subtraction technique assumes that the background signal in any
channel is a linear combination of signals in the background channels. The
decomposition coefficients are calculated during the gyrotron off periods,
when all the channels receive only ECE radiation. During the gyrotron
on period, the background level is calculated using information about the
background level from the ECE background channels (channels 1 and 50
in the ASDEX Upgrade CTS receiver and 1 and 42 in the TEXTOR CTS
receiver).
In order to check how well the background fitting works and the validity of
the assumption that the ECE background during gyrotron-on periods can
be represented as a function of signals in the background channels, so-called
fake pin-switch discharges were conducted. In these discharges the gyrotron
is not operated but during the data analysis at certain times the signal
is considered to be scattering together with the background subtraction.
Thus a test for the background fitting can be performed because in the
absence of probing radiation there is no scattering, so an estimate of the
ECE background should coincide with the measurements. The results of
such a test are shown in Fig. 4.13 for TEXTOR discharge 111605, channel
32 prove that the background fitting method is reliable.

A time trace of the ECE background channel during an overlap sweep is
shown in Fig. 4.14. This fact is used for sanity checks of the experimental
result. Sometimes there is a non-background signal in the ECE background
channels, so called secondary emission signal, see Fig. 4.15 for example. Sec-
ondary emission decreases the accuracy with which the fast ion distribution
function can be estimated. Sometimes the fast ion CTS signal is on the
same order of magnitude as the secondary emission signal, whose origin is
yet not completely understood.

Firstly, the check was performed to clarify whether the gyrotron might
be the source of it. Stray radiation measurements of the gyrotron radiation
by the receiver with blocked transmission line disproved this hypothesis.
Secondly, it was believed that the secondary emission signal is associated
with absorption and following re-emission of the probing radiation either at
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Figure 4.13: Time trace of the CTS signal in ch.32 for TEXTOR discharge
111605 (fake pin-switch shot). Blue shows gyrotron off periods, red denotes
gyrotron on periods, gyrotron power in the experiment is zero. Green is a
fit of the ECE background.

the fundamental or at the second harmonic of electron cyclotron resonance.
Parameter scans of the edge plasmas in TEXTOR and ASDEX Upgrade
do not reveal any consistency in the secondary emission signal behaviour.
However, recent experiments at ASDEX Upgrade, performed at higher mag-
netic field showed a simultaneous drop of the secondary emission signal and
decrease of signal to noise ratio. In an ideal CTS experiment the probing
beam is not absorbed in the plasma, immediately after leaving the plasma
it should disappear. The reality is that at least some part of the gyrotron
radiation is reflected from tiles on the high field side with arbitrary polar-
ization and bounces between the walls and weakly interacts with plasma. If
such a bouncing takes place next to the receiver antenna, it might cause an
unpredictable signal in the receiver. Moving a resonance at the high field
side into the plasma creates a weak dump which might reduce the amount of
the secondary emission signal significantly or get rid of it completely. This
hypothesis needs more experimental proofs which are to be obtained during
the next campaign at ASDEX Upgrade in 2012.
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Figure 4.14: Absence of the secondary emission signal in the TEXTOR
overlap sweep discharge no. 111742. Blue line denotes gyrotron-off periods,
red line denotes gyrotron-on periods. (a) Time trace of the bulk channel no.
27, overlap is clearly visible; (b) Time trace of the background channel no.
3 and its zoomed image (c)
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Figure 4.15: Secondary emission signal in the TEXTOR overlap sweep dis-
charge no. 111513. Blue line denotes gyrotron-off periods, red line denotes
gyrotron-on periods. (a) Time trace of the bulk channel no. 27, overlap
is clearly visible; (b) Time trace of the background channel no. 3 and its
zoomed image (c)
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Chapter 5

Recent CTS Results

The idea of using CTS for diagnosing the fusion plasmas came up in the
1970’s [79]. It was proposed to use far infra-red laser as a source of probing
radiation. Ion temperature measurements with laser-based CTS were per-
formed on the TCA tokamak [80]. However, only one measurement during
a discharge was possible because of the operating regime of the laser. The
signal-to-noise ratio was also limited by a very short length of a laser pulse.
The laser-based CTS was also installed on the UNITOR tokamak [81]. A fast
ion CTS system using a CO2 laser was designed for ALCATOR-C Mod [82],
but it was never built. In the 1980s high-power gyrotrons (free electron
masers) were developed and proposed as sources of probing radiation for
CTS. Using mm-waves in the diagnostic allows a wide choice of scattering
geometries. Another advantage of using gyrotrons is a possibility of conduct-
ing temporally resolved measurements. Microwave-based CTS diagnostics
were installed in TFTR (at 60 GHz) [83], JET [84], Wendelstein 7-AS [85],
TEXTOR [1,23,25,72,86–88], FTU [89], ASDEX Upgrade [24,26,71,72,90],
and LHD [91, 92]. This diagnostic is also included in the ITER baseline
design. Here recent results of the CTS group at Risø DTU are highlighted.

5.1 Strong Signals in the CTS Receiver from Plas-

mas with Tearing Modes and a Gyrotron Probe

Beam

A magnetic island is a structure in a plasma which is created by magnetic
field lines reconnection events. The physics of magnetic reconnection is not
entirely clear yet. There is a number of models which try to reveal its nature
[47], but only resistive reconnection in collisional plasmas is comprehensively
described by Kadomtsev [43]. Kadomtsev’s model is not applicable for high
temperature plasmas. Magnetic islands in the plasma core are called tearing
modes if they are caused by lack of inductive current (classical tearing mode)
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or bootstrap current (neoclassical tearing mode, NTM). The topology of a
magnetic island is shown in Fig. 5.1. In the future, NTMs can be suppressed
by driving current (which can be created by electron cyclotron current drive,
or inductively by reducing the plasma resistance due to heating) in the O-
point of the island but for this a reliable detection and feedback system
should be designed. In order to detect the O-point of the island a line-of-
sight ECE diagnostic was installed on TEXTOR [93]. During the tearing
mode experiments on TEXTOR, anomalously large structured signal was
found. The mode had (m,n) = (2, 1) structure generated by the DED
coils installed at TEXTOR and was located on the q = 2 surface. The
spectral shape of the strong signal and its onset with respect to the phase
of the island vary with the density in the plasma [93]. One can clearly see
from Fig. 5.2 that strong structures appear in the spectrum with the same
frequency as the island passage frequency. The strong signal at 137.5 GHz is
present every time the island (or a part of it) is inside the overlap volume in
this discharge. Three bright lines are chirping down during the onset of the
signal at 137.5 GHz. At the time when the signal at 137.5 GHz disappears,
the three lines are chirping back up. Fig. 5.2 should be taken as example of
a variety of spectral shapes. The strong signal can appear at other densities,
magnetic fields, probing frequencies, or heating power. 140 GHz gyrotron
launching in the X-mode was used for ECRH heating, as well as a source
of probing radiation for the CTS diagnostic. Low-threshold backscattering
parametric decay instability was suggested as a possible explanation for the
observed phenomena [94].

Figure 5.1: A sketch of a (m,n) = (2, 1) magnetic island, O-points are
marked by red circles.

5.2 Fast Ion Redistribution Due to Sawteeth

Sawtooth oscillations is an internal (m,n) = (1, 1) kink mode. It was re-
ported that fast ions can stabilize sawteeth [96–102]. It was also reported
that sawtooth oscillations redistribute fast ions from inside the inversion
radius [17]. More details on the sawtooth instability can be found in Sec-
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Figure 5.2: (a)Spectrum of measured radiation of the TEXTOR discharge
no. 107128 in presence of (m,n) = (2, 1) rotating island. Vertical lines show
when the O-point of the island passes through the ECRH beam. Figure is
taken from reference 95; (b) Fluctuation spectrum of one of the Mirnov coils
in discharge 107128 during the CTS measurements.

tion 2.2.4 and references therein. The CTS experiments at TEXTOR were
performed in order to investigate fast ion redistribution due to sawtooth
oscillations. Fast ions in this experiment originated from 50 keV, 1.2 MW
co-Ip highly tangential deuterium NBI launched into deuterium plasmas.
The experiments showed that the MHD activity associated with sawteeth
mainly interacts with fast ions with nearly parallel velocity to the magnetic
field [87]. Fig. 5.3 shows CTS measurements at the same radial location
but at two different projection angles: 39◦ and 83◦. At the projection angle
of 39◦ the CTS diagnostic is mostly probing fast ions with a large value of
pitch, while at projection angle of 83◦ the diagnostic is more sensitive to the
fast ions with low pitch [68]. It is clearly visible that in the latter case there
is no clear correlation between the sawtooth activity and changes in total
fast ion density, see Fig. 5.3(b). However, fast ions density in the overlap
volume in the experiments with projection direction more parallel to the
magnetic field experience strong reduction at the moment of the sawtooth
crash (Fig. 5.3(a)). There was no evidence of fast ion redistribution due
to sawtooth in the experiments where overlap volume was located outside
the sawtooth inversion radius [88]. It was also shown in reference 88 that
fast ions with energy close to the maximum energy of the injected beam
also oscillate with the same frequency as the sawteeth but the oscillation
is out of phase with that of the bulk ions. The fast ions density decreases
before the crash. The results displayed in Fig. 5.4 show that fast ions at
different energies respond differently to the sawtooth crash and that there
is a phase shift between oscillations in electron temperature and response
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in fast ion channels. The CTS geometry of the experiments was the fol-
lowing: R = 1.79 m, φ = 110◦. The time shift in the response of g(u) at
high velocities is explained by changes in collisional slowing down of fast
ions at high velocities (their slowing down is mainly due to collisions with
electrons). The electron density and temperature in the overlap volume
rapidly decrease at the moment of the sawtooth crash and then they recover
until the next crash. These oscillations affect slowing down time. The effect
described above was also obtained with the basic Fokker-Planck code for
homogeneous plasma [25].

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Electron temperature in the core measured by the ECE spec-

trometer over partial 1D density of fast ions, N−fast =
∫ −1.2·106

−2·106 g(u)du; (a)
φ = 39◦; (b) φ = 83◦. Figure is taken from reference 87.

5.3 Comparison of Fast Ion CTS Measurements

on ASDEX Upgrade with Numerical Simula-

tions

Comparison of the CTS results on ASDEX Upgrade with numerical sim-
ulations was performed in order to benchmark numerical codes with the
experiment [90]. The experiments were performed in deuterium plasmas
with deuterium NBI. Two different NBI sources were used in the experi-
ments: S3 and S8. Each of them has similar on-axis injection geometry
and a power of 2.5 MW. The acceleration voltage of NBI S3 is 60 kV and
that of S8 is 93 keV. Fig. 5.5 shows a comparison of the measurements with
the simulations. The simulations were done with two Monte Carlo codes,
TRANSP/NUBEAM and ASCOT. The steady-state plasma deposition pro-
file was assumed in the simulations. The measurements and the simulations
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Figure 5.4: Time trace of electron temperature measured with the ECE
spectrometer (above) shows moments of sawtooth crashes. The bottom
graph shows time traces of g(u) values at certain values of u: 1.3 · 106 m/s
(green), 1.6 · 106 m/s (red), 1.9 · 106 m/s (blue). Scattering geometry: R =
1.79 m, φ = 110◦. Figure is taken from reference 88.

agree qualitatively: they both demonstrate skewness of the 1D velocity dis-
tribution function. The fast ion phase space density is higher when both
neutral beam injectors are switched on. However, there are quantitative
discrepancies between the measured and simulated distribution functions.
There is a tendency to measure larger signals than would be expected from
the present theory.

Figure 5.5: Comparison of the CTS measurements at plasmas with two dif-
ferent scenarios (circles) with the Monte Carlo simulations performed with
TRANSP/NUBEAM (solid line) and ASCOT (dashed line). Red color de-
notes heating scenario with two neutral beams, S3 and S8, blue shows heat-
ing scenario with only one NBI, S8. Thin dashed lines show distribution of
bulk ions. Figure is taken from reference 90.
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5.4 Fuel Ion Ratio Measurements with CTS

In ITER or future fusion reactors, the D-T reaction takes place in the core of
the plasma, where it is fully ionized and no spectroscopy is available which
is capable to measure the ratio between the isotopes. Thus, developing a
diagnostic which can measure the fuel ion ratio in the core is of great im-
portance for successful ITER operation.
It was noticed that in the CTS experiments, when the angle φ is close to
90◦, the scattering spectrum is sensitive to the waves in the frequency range
of harmonics of ion cyclotron waves. These signatures are related to the ion
cyclotron motion and ion Bernstein waves. For detection of the spectral sig-
natures, the CTS diagnostic was upgraded in order to improve its frequency
resolution. The details of the upgrade can be found in Section 3.5 and in
reference 75.
Experiments in TEXTOR plasmas [103] showed that the diagnostic is in-
deed sensitive to the ion cyclotron and ion Bernstein waves. Fig. 5.6 shows
a φ angle scan performed during discharge 111796 in TEXTOR. During this
discharge, both probe and receiver beams were swept in such a way that the
beams sustained good overlap at the same radial position, only the φ angle
was changing. The scan was 20◦ wide and was centred around φ = 90◦ to
the magnetic field. For φ angles close to perpendicular, the ion cyclotron
structure remained very clear but when the angle was more than 3◦ off the
perpendicular direction, the ion cyclotron structure vanished.
A scan of different fuelling schemes was performed during the same ex-

perimental campaign. The ratio between hydrogen and deuterium (RH =
nH/(nH + nD)) was steadily changing. In addition, experiments with fu-
elling by 3He were performed. The results of these measurements one can
see in Fig. 5.7. The frequency separation between the peaks corresponds to
cyclotron frequencies of hydrogen, deuterium and 3He in the overlap volume.

In reference 104 it was shown that contributions of ion cyclotron and ion
Bernstein waves cannot be decoupled from the CTS spectra. However, they
can be treated together and the density ratio between different species in the
plasma can be inferred. Reference 105 provides with the results of the first
measurements of the isotope composition in the core of TEXTOR plasmas.
The results were compared with the results of spectroscopy measurements at
the edge. The results agree qualitatively, but discrepancy in absolute values
is observed. This could be either due to difference in plasma composition at
the edge and in the core, or due to an error in one of the methods.
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Figure 5.6: Measured CTS spectra in TEXTOR discharge 111796. The
presented scan shows how the spectra change with changing in φ angle. The
peak separation in the structure of spectra which are close to 90◦ is 40 MHz,
which corresponds to the proton cyclotron frequency in the measurement
volume. Figure is taken from reference 103.

Figure 5.7: Measured CTS spectra at the φ angle close to perpendicular
to the magnetic field with different fuelling schemes. Blue: 3He plasma,
TEXTOR discharge 110421; red: RH = 0.1, TEXTOR discharge 109126;
green: RH = 0.4, TEXTOR discharge 110416. Figure is taken from reference
103.
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Chapter 6

Comparison of Measured and

Simulated Fast Ion Velocity

Distributions in the

TEXTOR Tokamak

This chapter is based on the article 1 of which I am the first author. Simu-
lations were performed by Tuomas Koskela (Aalto University), Otto Asunta
(Aalto University) and Mattia Albergante (EPFL).

Here we demonstrate a comprehensive comparison of CTS measurements
with steady-state Monte Carlo simulations performed with the ASCOT and
VENUS codes. The measurements were taken at a location on the magnetic
axis as well as at an off-axis location, using two projection directions at
each location. The simulations agree with the measurements on-axis, but
for the off-axis geometries discrepancies are observed for both projection di-
rections. For the near perpendicular projection direction with respect to the
magnetic field, the discrepancies between measurement and simulations can
be explained by uncertainty in plasma parameters. However, the discrep-
ancy between measurement and simulations for the more parallel projection
direction cannot be explained solely by uncertainties in plasma parameters.
Here anomalous fast ion transport is a possible explanation for the discrep-
ancy.

6.1 Introduction

Simulations of fast ions in tokamaks and stellarators are done using a wide
variety of codes. Codes can be benchmarked against experimental data to
increase the confidence in them if reasonable agreement is found. For this
purpose fast ion distribution functions and synthetic CTS spectra can be
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computed using the computer codes [90, 106, 107]. Fast ion distributions
from CTS results at ASDEX Upgrade at a single location and angle but
with different NBI scenarios have been compared with simulations where
they agreed qualitatively [90], see Section 5.3. In this chapter the experi-
mentally obtained results from TEXTOR at two radial position and projec-
tion directions are compared with simulated distributions of fast ions using
the Monte Carlo codes ASCOT [108,109] and VENUS [110]. The compari-
son shows good agreement between experimental results and simulations for
the plasma center. Discrepancies are observed for off-axis measurements.
The discrepancy between the off-axis measurement and the simulation for
the nearly perpendicular projection direction with respect to the magnetic
field can be explained by uncertainties in Te and ne profiles as we find by a
sensitivity analysis with ASCOT. However, the disagreement for the more
parallel projection direction cannot be explained by the uncertainties in Te

and ne profiles alone. The discrepancies could be explained by anomalous
fast ion transport. The simulations are steady-state; no anomalous fast ion
transport is assumed.

6.2 The CTS Experiments on TEXTOR

The measurements were made in four discharges in plasmas with deuterium
gas puff and co-current hydrogen NBI. Each discharge had a different scat-
tering geometry (Fig. 6.2). The measurements were performed at the plasma
center at R ≈ 1.8 m and off the magnetic axis at R ≈ 2.0 m at different
projection angles to the magnetic field φ = 127◦, 138◦, 106◦ and 107◦. No
significant MHD activity was detected by the Mirnov coils and the soft X-ray
diagnostic (SXR) (maximum sampling rate 105 samples per second) except
sawtooth oscillations. From previous CTS measurements in TEXTOR it is
known that fast ions redistribute because of sawtooth crashes [87, 88], see
also Section 5.2. As the simulation codes do not take the redistribution into
account, we chose measurement periods right before the sawtooth crashes
(1-3 ms) for the comparisons. The fast ion slowing down time for the given
experimental conditions does not exceed 20 ms, while the sawtooth periods
in the discharges discussed here were 40 - 50 ms.
Some key experimental parameters are listed in Table 6.1. Electron density
and temperature profiles were obtained from incoherent Thomson scattering
(TS) [111] for discharge 111508. From this discharge we obtained shapes of
the temperature and density profiles at the end of the sawtooth crash. The
TS could not be used for obtaining the profiles for the discharges used in
this paper because the TS measurement time window was not located at the
end of the sawtooth period. In the discharges considered in this chapter and
in discharge 111508, the shape of the density profile was similar before the
sawtooth crashes according to the interferometry. The density profile was
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scaled for each discharge according to the interferometer measurements. The
electron temperature profile was also scaled for all the discharges considered
in this chapter according to the ECE spectrometer. The ion temperature
was measured by charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy diagnostic.
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Figure 6.1: Overlap sweep in discharge 111506 with gyrotron modulation.
The upper graph shows signal from the ECE background channel (no. 42)
and illustrates the times of sawteeth crashes; the lower graph shows the
signal in a fast ion channel (no. 37) Red: signal during gyrotron-on time,
blue: gyrotron-off time; the magenta ellipse marks the gyropulse which was
used for further analysis.

Plasma parameters 111506 111822 111509 111512 σ

Radial position of the scattering volume, m 1.79 1.84 2.0 1.97 . 5 cm

projection angle, φ = ∠(kδ,B) 107◦ 138◦ 127◦ 106◦ 1◦

Bt @ magnetic axis, T 2.6

Ip, kA 437

ne @ ρ = 0, 1019 m−3 3.7 2.9 3.1 3.3 25%

Te @ ρ = 0, keV 2.0 1.5 1.7 2.1 17%

Ti @ ρ = 0, keV 3.2 n.a. 3.4 3.4 33%

Co-IP NBI power, MW 1.2 0.65 1.2 1.2

Beam ions Hydrogen

NBI injection energy, keV 50

Table 6.1: Plasma and CTS system parameters during CTS experiments.
TEXTOR discharges 111506, 111822, 111509 and 111512. σ corresponds to
the uncertainty of the measurement.
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Figure 6.2: Scattering geometry of the experiments. (a) Top view show-
ing the magnetic axis (red) and the LFS limiter (green); (b) Poloidal view
showing estimated flux surfaces (red), limiters and the vacuum vessel (both
in green). The blue and black ellipsoids in both figures denote the scatter-
ing volumes where black corresponds to φ ≈ 138◦ and φ ≈ 127◦; blue to φ
≈ 108◦ and φ ≈ 107◦. Black circles represent schematically the position of
the receiver and the probe mirrors. Both have similar toroidal location.

6.3 The Monte Carlo simulations

The steady-state 4D distribution of fast ions born from co-current NBI in
TEXTOR shots 111506, 111509, 111512 and 111822 are simulated with the
ASCOT [108, 109] and VENUS [110] codes. The temporal evolution of the
fast ion distribution function was neglected because the sawtooth period was
2-3 times larger than the slowing down time. Changes in Te and ne during
one slowing-down time prior to the measurements are listed in Table 6.2.
ASCOT follows an ensemble of test particles by advancing the guiding center
equations of motion [112] using a 5th order error monitoring Runge-Kutta
method and by applying Monte Carlo collisions [113] with the background
plasma. The initial test particle ensemble is created by injecting neutrals
into the plasma and calculating their ionization locations using parametrized
ionization cross sections from reference 114.
The drift-kinetic code VENUS is designed for simulating a wide variety of
physical phenomena related to fast ion motion. In this work, a recently de-
veloped module is used to simulate the NBI in TEXTOR discharges [115].
The code employs a 4th order Runge-Kutta method to solve the single par-
ticle equations of motion described in reference 116. The interaction with
the background plasma is simulated with the same Monte-Carlo collision
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operator used in the ASCOT code. Particle slowing down and pitch angle
scattering are described by this numerical technique.
In the ASCOT and VENUS simulations, static magnetic and plasma back-
grounds were assumed. The plasma profiles were taken from the experiments
(see Section 6.2). Examples of the plasma profiles for discharge 111506 are
shown in Fig. 6.3(a). A 2D equilibrium code, DIVA [117], was adapted
by both codes to obtain the magnetic field topology. For the simulations
presented in this section, ASCOT used 2·105 and VENUS used 2.4·106 test
particles. Test particles were followed until they are slowed down to the dou-
ble thermal energy (local value for ASCOT and at ρ = 0 for VENUS) or until
they are lost. An example of the steady-state fast ion density in the poloidal
cross-section of TEXTOR in discharge 111506 is shown in Fig. 6.3(b).
Figure 6.4 shows slices of the simulated 4D fast ion velocity distribution
functions at (R, z) = (1.8 m, 0 m) and (R, z) = (2.0 m, 0 m) for discharge
111822. There is almost no discrepancy in total fast ion density between
the ASCOT and VENUS results calculated for the plasma center, i.e. (R,
z) = (1.8 m, 0 m) (Fig. 6.4(a), Fig. 6.4(c)) and slightly off-axis (Fig. 6.4(b),
Fig. 6.4(d)). Simulations by ASCOT assumed Zeff = 1.7 obtained from the
estimate of conductivity, VENUS used Zeff = 1. For benchmarking pur-
poses, ASCOT simulations with Zeff = 1 were conducted and they showed
only small differences with the results obtained by VENUS. None of the
codes accounted for re-ionization reactions.

Discharge no. ∆Te ∆ne
111822 7% 5%

111506 12% 8%

111509 10% 5%

111512 11% 4%

Table 6.2: Variations in electron temperature and density within the 20 ms
preceding each measurement. The temporal evolution of electron temper-
ature during discharges 111509 and 111512 is monitored only by the ECE
spectrometer. On-axis changes in electron temperature were considered as
an upper estimate of the changes in the off-axis electron temperature.

6.4 Experimental Data Analysis and Results

We infer 1D projections of the fast ion velocity distribution functions, g(u)
(Eq. (2.18)), from the scattering spectra. g(u) is inferred from the SPD using
a Bayesian least squares fitting procedure using the forward model shown in
Eq. (2.15) which takes prior information about relevant parameters into ac-
count, including those from other diagnostics. More details of the procedure
can be found in reference 67. One can see an example of the fitted spectrum
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Figure 6.3: (a) Plasma profiles for ion and electron temperatures and elec-
tron density for discharge 111506; (b) Fast ion density in TEXTOR discharge
111506 obtained by ASCOT.

in Fig. 6.5. Here we note that the fit to the experimentally measured SPDs
is good compared with the uncertainty of the measurement. The uncer-

tainty on the scattering spectra is estimated as
√

σ2on + σ2off , where σon and

σoff denote the standard deviations of the spectral power density during
gyrotron-on and gyrotron-off periods, respectively.

6.4.1 Results

Positive velocities in g(u) correspond to the direction along kδ. As illus-
trated in Fig. 6.2(a), the toroidal component of kδ is in the same direction
as IP and the co-current NBI which we use in the four discharges discussed
here.

In Fig. 6.6(a), we compare experimental results of g(u) from discharges
111509 (R ≈ 1.97 m, φ ≈ 127◦) and 111512 (R ≈ 2.0 m, φ ≈ 106◦) which had
very similar temperature and density profiles and measurement locations but
different projection angles, 127◦ and 106◦ (Table 6.1). Even though the dif-
ference in the projection angles is only about 20◦, the g(u) from shot 111509
(R ≈ 1.97 m, φ ≈ 127◦) demonstrates much stronger asymmetry than that
from TEXTOR discharge 111512 (R ≈ 2.0 m, φ ≈ 106◦), where the projec-
tion was taken in more perpendicular direction to the magnetic field. This
is consistent with our expectations due to the very parallel injection of the
fast ions: the tangency radius of the NBI is approximately 1.65 m. The
error bars on g(u) represent the 1σ confidence interval on the phase-space
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Figure 6.4: Simulated steady-state slowing down velocity distributions of
the fast ions at two different radial positions for the TEXTOR discharge
111822; dashed red lines denote beam energy fractions E, E/2 and E/3; (a)
R = 1.8 m, ASCOT; arrows show the direction of IP , BT and the direction
of kδ along which the projection is taken; (b) R = 2.0 m, ASCOT; (c) R =
1.8 m, VENUS; (d) R = 2.0 m, VENUS.

density. The error bars include prior uncertainties on plasma and CTS sys-
tem parameters (see Table 6.1), the overlap integral and the spectral power
density. The error bars on g(u) are correlated and to some extent can be
represented as an uncertainty of a scaling factor of the fast ion velocity dis-
tribution function.

For the measurements with projection angles close to perpendicular
(Fig. 6.6(b)), g(u) at on-axis and off-axis locations are indistinguishable
within the error bars for u > 1.8 ·106 m/s. These experiments had, however,
slightly different temperature and density profiles.
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Figure 6.5: An example of the fitted spectrum for discharge 111822, R =
1.84 m, φ = 138◦ shown in (a). Experiment: red line; Fit: blue line. The
grey dashed lines are the error bars on the SPD. The green ellipse denotes
the zoomed part of the spectrum shown in (b).

6.5 Comparison and Discussion

The absolute comparison between the experimental and simulated results is
presented in Fig. 6.7. The general trends of the experiments follow those
from the simulations. Fig. 6.6(a) demonstrated the asymmetry of g(u) and
that the asymmetry is stronger for larger projection angles, i.e. when kδ

is more parallel to the magnetic field. The simulations follow these trends
shown in the measurements for on-axis and off-axis locations. Another fea-
ture common to simulations and experiments is that there is a larger popu-
lation of fast ions in the plasma center compared with the off-axis case. This
can be seen since the absolute values of g(u) are larger on-axis compared
with off-axis for similar angles, i.e. comparing Fig. 6.7(b) with Fig. 6.7(d).

In discharges 111822 (R ≈ 1.84 m, φ ≈ 138◦, Fig. 6.7(a)) and 111506
(R ≈ 1.79 m, φ ≈ 107◦, Fig. 6.7(b)), we have on-axis measurements for
near parallel and near perpendicular directions, respectively. We find an
excellent quantitative agreement between the measurements and the sim-
ulations for the scattering volumes located approximately at the plasma
center (Fig. 6.2). These discharges have different heating scenarios, differ-
ent plasma parameters and different projection angles. This fact allows us to
posit that in these two discharges where the measurements were performed
at the plasma center of TEXTOR, the fast ion distribution function can be
described solely by collisions.
On the other hand, for the off-axis scenarios (Fig. 6.7(c), Fig. 6.7(d)) we find
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Figure 6.6: (a) Comparison between the two measurements with off-axis
locations but different projection angles: shots 111509, red (R ≈ 1.97 m, φ
≈ 127◦) and 111512, blue (R ≈ 2.0 m, φ ≈ 106◦); black dashed lines denote
the beam energy fractions E, E/2 and E/3. In shot 111509 the error bars for
negative velocities are hidden by markers; (b) Comparison between the two
measurements with different locations but similar projection angles: shots
111506, magenta (R ≈ 1.79 m, φ ≈ 107◦) and 111512, blue (R ≈ 2.0 m, φ
≈ 106◦); black dashed lines denote the beam energy fractions E, E/2 and
E/3.

a discrepancy between the measured and the simulated projections of the
fast ion velocity distribution function. The measurement shows a larger pop-
ulation of fast ions at the off-axis location compared with the simulations,
an effect which appears for φ ≈ 106◦ as well as for φ ≈ 130◦. Part of this dis-
crepancy could be explained by the uncertainty of the radial position of the
scattering volume which could arise from a potential probe mirror misalign-
ment. This mirror has two degrees of freedom: it can turn both around the
vertical (described by rotation angle) and the horizontal (described by ele-
vation angle) axis, see chapter 3 for details. Due to the fact that the receiver
mirror is situated above the probe mirror, an overlap scan can mainly verify
the rotation angle alignment. The elevation angle is primarily responsible
for the radial position of the scattering volume. Therefore, uncertainty in
the probe mirror elevation angle will translate into uncertainty in the radial
location of the scattering volume. Consistency checks of other discharges
showed that the discrepancy cannot, however, be entirely explained by the
probe misalignment. Additionally, an uncertainty in simulations associated
with the uncertain shape of the electron temperature and density profiles
which were assumed to be identical is possible (see Section 6.2). In order to
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Figure 6.7: 1D projections of the experimental and simulated fast ions veloc-
ity distribution functions onto the kδ direction at different radial positions.
The black dots with error bars (one standard deviation) correspond to the
experimental distribution function; the solid red and blue lines correspond
to corresponding simulations with ASCOT and VENUS, respectively; black
dashed lines show the velocities corresponding to E, E/2 and E/3 beam en-
ergy fractions. (a) Discharge 111822, φ ≈ 138◦, R ≈ 1.84 m; (b) Discharge
111506, φ ≈ 107◦, R ≈ 1.79 m; (c) Discharge 111509, φ ≈ 127◦, R ≈ 2.0 m.
The error bars for negative velocities are hidden by markers; (d) Discharge
111512, φ ≈ 106◦, R ≈ 1.97 m.

check this hypothesis, a sensitivity study was performed with ASCOT. The
electron temperature and density were varied within the prior uncertainties
in order to obtain a possible minimum and a possible maximum collisionality.
Then the sensitivity of the computed results to the collisionality can be as-
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sessed. For discharge 111512 (φ ≈ 106◦, R ≈ 1.97 m) the experimental error
bars lie inside the confidence region of the simulations (Fig. 6.8(b)). Hence
the uncertain electron temperature and density profiles might explain the
discrepancy in this discharge. However, it does not exclude other explana-
tions. For the more parallel geometry in discharge 111509, the experimental
error bars are outside the confidence region of the simulations. Here the
uncertain density and temperature profiles cannot explain the disagreement
(Fig. 6.8(a)). The fact that the fast ion profile seems to be more peaked in
the simulations compared with the measurements may also in part be due to
additional transport of fast ions in these discharges not accounted for in the
modelling. As it was mentioned in Section 6.2, we did not detect any low
frequency MHD activity except for sawteeth, neither by Mirnov coils nor by
SXR. However, for example core-localized Alfvén eigenmodes (AE), which
appear at high frequency and generally do not leave traces on Mirnov coils,
could have been triggered. In order for them to be excited, the condition
v|| & vA/3 should be fulfilled, where vA is Alfvén velocity. For the experi-
mental conditions described in this chapter, the Alfvén velocity is about 107

m/s, so the AE can be excited. For discharges 111506 and 111512 (on- and
off-axis, perpendicular), the CTS diagnostic is less sensitive to the fast ions
moving parallel to the magnetic field which are resonant with the AE. In
order to illustrate which fast ions of which regions of the phase space elicit
a response onto the same u for experiments with different projection angles
φ = 106◦ and φ = 138◦, weight functions (see Section 2.4) are calculated and
their product with the distribution function (discharge 111509) is presented
in energy-pitch coordinates in Fig. 6.9. The figure proves that the closer
the projection angle is to 90◦, the more sensitive the projection of the fast
ions distribution function is to trapped particles and the less sensitive to
passing ions. For discharge 111822 (on-axis, more parallel), the NBI power
might have been too low to excite the Alfvén activity whereas the excita-
tion threshold might have been exceeded in discharge 111509 (off-axis, φ =
138◦) with full power NBI. No diagnostics were available to confirm or dis-
prove this hypothesis. Sawtooth activity cannot explain the discrepancy. If
sawteeth would have influenced the measurements, it would have primarily
affected fast ions located inside the sawtooth inversion radius (discharges
111822 and 111506) which agree well with the simulations.

6.6 Conclusions

In order to compare fast ion velocity distribution functions measured by the
CTS diagnostic with the simulations, we performed four discharges where
the scattering volumes were twice located in the plasma center and twice
off-axis on the low field side with two different values of the projection angle
to the magnetic field. The discharges with off-axis scattering volumes had
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Figure 6.8: Sensitivity study performed with ASCOT for discharges 111509
(φ ≈ 127◦, R ≈ 2 m) (a) and 111512 (φ ≈ 106◦, R ≈ 1.97 m) (b) for the mini-
mum and maximum possible collisionality obtained from prior uncertainties
in electron temperature and density. The black dots with error bars (one
standard deviation) correspond to the CTS measurements, solid red lines
denote simulation results, dashed red lines show simulation at minimum
and maximum possible collisionality.
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Figure 6.9: A product of the simulated distribution function (discharge
111509) with the weight functions in energy-pitch coordinates for u = 2·106
m/s and (a) φ = 106◦; (b) φ = 138◦. See Section 2.4 for details.
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similar plasma parameters, so the experimentally measured projections of
the fast ion velocity distribution function could be compared directly. The
projection of the velocity distribution function taken in the direction more
parallel to the magnetic field demonstrated larger asymmetry. This result
is in a good agreement with our expectations due to the highly tangential
geometry of the NBI.

For projection angles close to perpendicular with respect to the magnetic
field, the one-dimensional fast ion velocity distribution g(u) for the off-axis
location is indistinguishable, within the error bars, from that for the on-axis
location for velocities larger than 1.8·106 m/s.

The fast ion velocity distribution functions for the discharges were sim-
ulated by the guiding center Monte Carlo codes ASCOT and VENUS. The
comparison of the measured projections of the fast ion velocity distribution
functions with the simulations shows similar trends for both radial locations
and each projection angle to the magnetic field. In the plasma center good
quantitative agreement between the measurements and the simulations is
observed. For the scattering volumes located off-axis, the measured fast ion
distribution functions are much larger than the simulated ones throughout
all velocities. The discrepancy may in part be due to the uncertainty in the
position of the overlap volume, but it cannot be the only reason. A possible
source of the discrepancy can be an assumption of the identical shape of the
electron temperature and density profiles to those measured instantaneously
by incoherent Thomson scattering. Another cause of the discrepancy can be
an additional fast ion transport which could take place in these discharges
and transport fast ions from the center to the periphery. One of the probable
mechanisms of fast ion transport is through interaction with AE. However,
presence or absence of Alfvén activity in any of the discharges discussed in
this chapter cannot be confirmed by other diagnostics. This mechanism is
not taken into account in the simulations.
The comparison between measurements and simulations will benefit if the
measurements are taken simultaneously at different locations in the dis-
charge, then the gradients in fast ion phase space density can be studied.
Simultaneous CTS measurements at the same spatial location with different
projection angles will allow a reconstruction of 2D fast ion velocity distri-
bution functions [68]. This can be obtained in future when the second CTS
receiver is installed on ASDEX Upgrade.
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Chapter 7

Influence of Resonant

Magnetic Perturbations on

Fast Ion Confinement

Edge localized modes (ELMs) are a big challenge for the coming ITER ma-
chine. Several methods have been developed for mitigating ELMs like pellet
pace making or resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP). In this chapter
we discuss influence of the RMP applied to the plasma edge on fast ion
confinement in the core. It was shown in [118] that individual ELMs can
decrease plasma energy by 5 - 10% and are also responsible for extreme heat
loads on divertor tiles and the first wall. ELMs occur when the steepness
of the pressure profile at the edge exceeds a certain critical value. Present
methods of ELM control are either triggering them frequently by pellet in-
jection making each individual event acceptably weak, or keeping the edge
pressure gradient below the threshold. In the low-confinement regime (L-
mode) gradients are shallow and ELMs have never been observed. However,
the transport in L-mode is high and it will be difficult to meet the Lawson
criteria. In the high-confinement regime (H-mode) a special method has to
be applied in order to stay below the critical value of the pressure gradient.
Experiments [119–121] showed that by applying weak radial perturbations
of the magnetic field (in order of 1% of the equilibrium value) to the mag-
netic surfaces with q = 3 or q = 4, the plasma pressure gradient decreases
at the edge sufficiently to achieve a complete ELM mitigation. However,
the particle and heat transport are low compare to the L-mode regime. It
was shown in [119] that RMP mainly affects the density while the pedestal
electron temperature remains the same and even shows a tendency to grow.
At the same time, questions about fast ion transport at various energies
and pitch angles remain open. In order to shed light on this, experiments
were performed on the TEXTOR tokamak which is equipped with a dy-
namic ergodic divertor (DED), a set of external coils located at the high
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field side of the machine which create RMP by specially set currents [122].
Simulations demonstrate that RMP influence fast ion confinement due to
symmetry breaking of the magnetic field [123]. Prompt losses of fast ions
due to an ergodic structure of the magnetic field at the plasma edge may
be triggered. This can be a significant issue for example with ICRF heating
where fast ions are accelerated to MeV energies primarily in the direction
perpendicular to the magnetic field and have a large banana width. RMP
may also influence passing fast ions due to various harmonics of the pertur-
bation field which can penetrate deep inside plasma and modify magnetic
field structure in the plasma center. For example, it is known that on TEX-
TOR DED can trigger (m,n) = (2, 1) magnetic islands. By means of CTS
we sought to investigate the confinement of fast ions at the plasma center
in the TEXTOR tokamak in the presence of RMP.
RMP influence the shape of the plasma density and temperature profiles,
thus changing the NBI ionization profile. The profile effects need to be de-
coupled from the influence of the changed magnetic structure on the fast
ion confinement. In order to comply with this, the slowing down of fast ions
is studied by means of the CTS diagnostic. Notches are placed in the NBI
power and the fast ion content in the overlap volume is studied after NBI
has been switched off. Unfortunately, due to lack of time and computational
complications, the evolution of the 1D fast ion distribution function has not
been studied, here only SPD results are presented. The results on inferred
fast ion velocity distribution will be presented in later publications.

7.1 Experimental Results

DED in the TEXTOR tokamak works at two main configurations: (m,n) =
(3, 1) and (m,n) = (6, 2). The CTS measurements were conducted for both
configurations of DED in the DC mode. Key experimental parameters for
the (m,n) = (3, 1) campaign are listed in Table 7.1, the experimental pa-
rameters from the experiments with the (m,n) = (6, 2) DED configuration
are presented in Table 7.2.

For the (m,n) = (3, 1) configuration experiments a low value of cur-
rent in the error field coils was chosen in order to stay below the tearing
mode threshold. That is due to a strong (m,n) = (2, 1) side band of the
DED [124]. The tearing mode threshold strongly depends on toroidal plasma
rotation [124], therefore using counter-Ip NBI reduces a risk of the tearing
mode generation. As it is shown in Fig. 3.11 and explained in Section 3.3,
the TEXTOR tokamak has two identical NBIs, launching in the opposite
toroidal directions. The charge exchange diagnostic on TEXTOR works
only with NBI 1 which launches the beam in a co-Ip direction in standard
shots. In order to have the charge exchange diagnostic available in presence
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Parameters Value

Radial position of the scattering volume, m ≈ 1.8

Resolved angle, φ = ∠(B,kδ) ≈ 135◦

BT @ magnetic axis [T] 2.6

IP [kA] 340

ne @ ρ = 0 [1019 m−3] 3.3 - 4

Te @ ρ = 0 [keV] 2.0 - 2.6

Ti @ ρ = 0 [keV] 2.9 - 3.3

DED current [kA] 1.1 - 3.1

DED configuration, (m, n) (3, 1)

DED operation mode DC

Co-IP NBI power (NBI 2) [MW] 1.2

Ctr-IP NBI power (NBI 1) [MW] 0.5 - 0.7

Beam ions Hydrogen

NBI energy [keV] 50

Table 7.1: Key experimental parameters during the first RMP campaign

Plasma parameters 111823 111824 111826

Radial position of the scattering volume, m 1.78

Resolved angle, φ = ∠(kδ,B) 141◦

BT @ magnetic axis, T 2.61

IP , kA 430

ne @ ρ = 0.1, 1019 m−3 3.2 - 2.9 3.5 - 2.7 4.5 - 4.2

Te @ ρ = 0.1, keV 1.5 - 1.2 1.6 - 1.1 1.7 - 1.2

Co-IP NBI power, MW 1.2

Beam ions Hydrogen

NBI injection energy, keV 50

DED current, kA 0 0 4.3

Table 7.2: Plasma and CTS system parameters during the RMP experi-
ments. TEXTOR discharges 111823, 111824 and 111826.

of counter-Ip NBI, we chose an inverse configuration of Ip and Bt. However,
counter-Ip NBI causes a spiky signal in some of the channels of the CTS
receiver which complicates the analysis of the fast ion results, see chapter 8.
For this reason, the experiments are conducted in the (m,n) = (3, 1) DED
configuration with the counter-Ip NBI power of 30 - 50% of its maximum.
In the measurements, the projection angle to the magnetic field was φ ≈
135◦. Measurements are done at the plasma center, see Fig. 7.1(a). As it is
mentioned above, the influence of RMP on fast ion confinement is investi-
gated by studying the slowing down of fast ions when the source has been
switched off. Fig. 7.1(b) illustrates the shot plan for the experiments with
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DED in the (m,n) = (3, 1) configuration. The counter-Ip NBI is launched
during an entire discharge with 30 - 50% of its maximum power. In order
to make steady-state conditions, the co-Ip NBI is switched on 100 ms prior
to the CTS measurements. Half way through the CTS measurement phase,
the co-Ip injection is switched off. The CTS measurements last for 200 ms.
Unfortunately, the goals of these experiments could not be fulfilled. Firstly,
we could not prevent the formation of magnetic islands during the DED
operation: practically in all discharges an (m,n) = (2, 1) locked mode was
present. Secondly, the CTS data were contaminated with the secondary
emission signal (see Section 4.5). As it was mentioned above, presence of
the secondary emission signal makes proper CTS data analysis practically
impossible.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.1: (a) Scattering geometry of the CTS experiments with the
(m,n) = (3, 1) DED configuration. Measurements were taken at the center
at R ≈ 1.8 m; The ergodic field structure in vacuum for the (m,n) = (3, 1)
DED configuration is shown, the Poincaré plot is provided by O. Schmitz;
(b) Experimental plan for the measurements with DED working in the
(m,n) = (3, 1) configuration.

The experiments which are discussed in this chapter were conducted at
different experimental campaigns at TEXTOR. Another configuration of the
DED, (m,n) = (6, 2) was explored. In between the campaigns the DED coil
arrangement was changed. The discharges are made with the standard di-
rection of Ip and Bt. It is known that the DED discharges in TEXTOR
requires a counter-Ip NBI to avoid the tearing mode triggering. However,
due to the problems which the counter-Ip beam causes for the CTS data
interpretation (see Chapter 8), the counter-Ip NBI is not used any longer.
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Instead the DED current is significantly reduced.
The measurements are made in the plasma centre with φ ≈ 141◦. The CTS
measurements are conducted in three phases: without DED, at DED flat
top operation and after the DED current has been modified. Unfortunately,
the CTS experiments faced the problems similar to those in the experiments
with the (m,n) = (3, 1) DED configuration. The secondary emission sig-
nal remained an issue for the CTS experiments with the (m,n) = (6, 2)
DED configuration, and magnetic islands due to the DED operation also
appeared in the discharges. However, there were sufficient amount of un-
corrupted data for the analysis. In Fig. 7.2 one can see that in discharge
111824, the locked (m,n) = (2, 1) mode appears after the second NBI notch,
and it is clearly visible on the rotation velocity graph. These two discharges
also illustrate an enhanced particle confinement due to the DED opera-
tion. It results in increase of the plasma density during the RMP phase.
The enhanced confinement phase is observed at small DED currents and is
changed by increased particle and heat transport when the RMP amplitude
is increased. The experimental observations of the phenomena are reported
in [125] where the enhanced confinement was detected with DED current
of around 4.5 kA. The result presented in this chapter is expected [126],
even though it has not been observed for the DED currents as low as 1 kA.
According to the reference 126, the density gradient change (either positive
or negative) is determined by the error field amplitude and the velocity of
toroidal rotation at the resonance magnetic surface.
Despite of all the difficulties, the data obtained during the campaign are
interesting. Three CTS measurement periods are compared; classical (no
DED), DED without an island, without DED with a decaying rotating is-
land. There was no secondary emission in all three measurement periods.
Each of these periods is taken from three discharges with similar parameters.
One period from discharge 111823 is taken in the absence of RMP and is
used as a reference. The second measurement period is taken from discharge
111826 without an island in the ’pump-in’ regime, i.e. where the DED op-
eration makes the density gradient steeper. The third measurement period
is taken in the absence of RMP and with the decaying rotating magnetic
island, discharge 111824. In the Fig. 7.2 the magnetic spectrogram of the
discharge 111824 (the spectrogram of the discharge 111826 is clean), co-Ip
NBI power (MW) and the DED current (kA), toroidal rotation velocity and
electron density in the plasma center are shown as functions of time.

The time traces of the CTS spectra at frequency f = 110.873 MHz was
analysed. That is approximately 870 MHz away from the gyrotron line
and on the 1D projection of the fast ion velocity distribution function cor-
responds to the velocity node of u = 2.3 · 106 m/s. The weight function
for this velocity and projection angle of 141◦ peaks for passing particles.
Fig. 7.3 shows that there is almost no difference between the scenarios with
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Figure 7.2: Time traces and the spectrogram of TEXTOR discharges 111824
and 111826. From top to bottom: spectrogram of discharge 111824 from
the magnetics pickup coils(the spectrogram from 111826 had no modes);
co-IP NBI power, MW, and the DED current, kA; rotation angular velocity;
electron density from the interferomter channel at R = 1.77 m.

and without magnetic islands. The DED scenario shows around 30% smaller
decay time than in the discharges without DED. The similarity in the the
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Figure 7.3: The comparison of the normalized time traces for three different
scenarios: without RMP and magnetic island (black line, discharge 111823),
with RMP and without magnetic island (red line, discharge 111826), without
RMP in presence of decaying magnetic island (blue line, discharge 111824).
The vertical line denotes a moment when NBI is switched off.

.

time traces can be explained assuming that the orbits of fast ions which are
probed by the CTS diagnostic do not cross the island. However, it seems
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to contradict the observation of the enhanced noise level which decreases
with the decaying tearing mode, see Fig. 7.5(a). It is worth mentioning
that strong fluctuations of the signal level in the CTS channels are observed
only during gyrotron on periods, the level of ECE background fluctuations
in some central channels is six time smaller than the fluctuation level at
gyrotron on periods.
The slowing down curves of the CTS time traces for the reference scenario,
scenario with DED, and the scenario without DED with the decaying island
are fitted with exponential function: S ∝ exp(−ν · t), where S is the signal
in the CTS fast ion channel, ν is the fitting coefficient. The results are the
following:

• νreference = 59.3± 4.4 1
s , discharge 111823

• νisland = 59.6± 3.9 1
s , discharge 111824

• νDED = 79.6± 3.7 1
s , discharge 111826

Here the results are given with 68% confidence interval. Assuming that
the decay of fast ion signal is due to collisions (ν ∝ n), the ratio between
fitting coefficients in different scenarios should be equal to the ratio of central
densities in the corresponding measurement periods:

• νreference/νDED = 0.745, nreference/nDED = 0.7± 0.02(1σ)

• νisland/νDED = 0.749, nisland/nDED = 0.75± 0.05(1σ)

The electron density data in the overlap volume are obtained from inter-
ferometry. Electron temperature in all three shots is approximately equal
according to the ECE diagnostic, therefore it is not considered to cause any
effect. One can clearly see that the observed discrepancy in the slowing
down time traces is explained by different densities. No additional trans-
port due to the DED operation is evident.

The direct comparison between the CTS measurements in the reference
shot and in the discharge with the decaying tearing mode is shown in Fig. 7.4.
One can clearly see that these two normalized spectra taken during the NBI-
on time are clearly asymmetric and are indistinguishable within the error
bars in most of the points. However, one can clearly see that the signal
from the discharge with the decaying island (111824) is significantly noisier
than the reference discharge. The noise is asymmetric and is greater in the
channels which correspond to the co-Ip fast ions with significant perpendic-
ular velocity. No structures in the CTS signal similar to those described in
reference 95 and in Section 5.1 are found. The noise level in the CTS signal
in discharge 111824 decays after the NBI has been switched off, see Fig. 7.5.
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The noise level stabilizes after approximately 30 ms of the NBI switch off
time. The same time is also needed for the magnetic island to decay.
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Figure 7.4: The comparison of the normalized SPD during the NBI on time
for discharges 111823 (no RMP, no island) - blue squares and 111824 (no
RMP, (m, n) = (2, 1) island) - red. Error bars stand for one standard
deviation of the scattered light during one gyrotron-on period

.

In discharge 111824 (no DED, decaying rotating island) the CTS chan-
nels at frequencies in the vicinity of 110 GHz show a strong increase, see
Fig. 7.6(a). The signal in these channels is strongly affected by bulk plasma
parameters, primarily ion temperature, and show a significant increase, in
some channels up to 40%. Typically, SPD of scattering signal decreases in
all the channels after NBI has been turned off, see SPD of the reference
measurement period in Fig. 7.6(b). The observation could be caused by re-
duction of heat transport from the plasma centre. However, when the NBI
1 is switched off, no ion temperature measurements are conducted. Electron
temperature measurements decrease monotonically. The observation cannot
be explained by the density effect either because the density in the plasma
centre monotonically decreases after the NBI has been switched off.
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Figure 7.5: Contour plot showing evolution in time of normalized uncer-
tainties in the CTS spectra (one standard deviation) in TEXTOR discharge
111824, with the decaying island and without DED (a); in TEXTOR dis-
charge 111823, reference shot (b). Black vertical line marks the moment of
NBI switch off. The uncertainties are normalized to the maximum value of
SPD in the measurements.

7.2 Conclusions

The experiments on investigation of influence of resonant magnetic pertur-
bations on fast ion confinement were designed and conducted. In the exper-
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Figure 7.6: Contour plot of SPD of discharge 111824 with rotating island
and no RMP (a) and in the reference discharge 111823 (b). The vertical line
denotes a moment when NBI is switched off.

iments with the (m,n) = (3, 1) DED configuration, secondary emission in
the CTS data hampered the analysis.
In the CTS experiments with the (m,n) = (6, 2) configuration the shot plan
was redesigned. No counter-Ip NBI was used, DED current was around 1 kA
in order to avoid tearing mode generation. The regime with an enhanced
confinement [125] was re-discovered at smaller RMP amplitude.
The discrepancy in the decay time between discharges with and without
RMP could be explained by the density effect in collisional process.
The reference discharge 111823 and the discharge with the decaying mag-
netic island show similar fast ion slowing down time at the same plasma
parameters in the overlap volume. It suggests that the tearing mode either
did not cause any additional fast ion transport or that orbits of fast ions
which were studied by the CTS in this discharge did not intersect the is-
lands. However, noise level in the discharge 111824 was found significantly
higher than that in the reference discharge. The noise in the CTS spectra
from discharge 111824 is skewed, it is larger at frequencies above the probing
frequency and decays after the NBI has been turned off. It stabilized only
when the tearing mode was not present in the plasma any longer.
Growth of the signal level in the central channels of the CTS diagnostic
in discharge 111824 was detected after the NBI had been turned off. The
growth lasted for 30 ms and afterwards the level saturates. The exact rea-
son for this observation remains unknown. It can only be stated that the
observation is associated with decay of the magnetic island.
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Chapter 8

Fast Ion Driven Instabilities

in the Ion Cyclotron

Frequency Range Measured

by CTS

In a number of CTS experiments on TEXTOR where counter-IP NBI or the
low-power transverse diagnostic beam are used, an instability is detected. It
resulted in a significant increase of the radiation detected by the receiver in
two-four channels which form a series of peaks in the spectrum; the peaks
are symmetrical with respect to the gyrotron frequency. Detailed investi-
gation of this phenomenon is conducted using the CTS receiver upgraded
with a high bandwidth oscilloscope which provided the spectral resolution
of the acquired data better than 1 MHz and reveals a fine structure of the
signal detected previously by the fast ion CTS receiver. Multiple peaks at
the observed frequencies could be interpreted as instability at harmonics of
hydrogen cyclotron frequency.

8.1 Literature Overview of Previous Results and

Theoretical Models

Instability signals at frequencies corresponding to the harmonics of the
ion cyclotron frequency were detected in different machines, i.e. TFTR
[127–129], JET [130–132], JT-60U [133] and Wendelstein 7-AS [134, 135].
In TFTR the emission was triggered by fusion products in the supershots
(shots during the D - T campaign), as well as by NBI. The frequencies of the
signal corresponded to the location at outer midplane of the tokamak. In
JET plasmas the ion-cyclotron emission (ICE) was driven by fusion-born α-
particles. The ICE in JT-60U was triggered by high-energy deuterium ions
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originating from the NBI, fusion-born tritium, and 3He ions. In the Wen-
delstein 7-AS stellarator the emission was triggered by a low-power radial
diagnostic hydrogen beam. In references 136–139 the theoretical explana-
tions of the observed phenomena in the tokamaks are given. For both cases
of super-Alfvénic fusion products and sub-Alfvénic NBI-born fast ions, the
emission was caused by a magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability. However,
the instability acts differently in the presence of super- or sub-Alfvénic fast
ions. As it is shown in references 128, 140, 141, the ICE observed in TFTR
which was triggered by super-Alfvénic fusion-born α-particles had an ana-
lytical explanation which agreed qualitatively with the experiments. For the
analytical model, the fast ion distribution function was assumed to have the
following form:

fα ∝ e
−

(v||−vd)
2

v2r δ(v⊥ − u) (8.1)

In electrostatic limit and in case of small concentration of fast ions (nα ≪ ni)
and neglecting Landau damping, in zero-order approximation the dispersion
relation is the following:

ω2 =
1

2
c2A



k2 + k2|| + k2k2||
c2A
Ω2
i

+

√

(

k2 + k2|| + k2k2||
c2A
Ω2
i

)2

− 4k2k2||



 (8.2)

The first-order correction to this equation gives a growth rate:

γ2 =
ω2
pα

ω2
pi

[

Mn
nΩα

k||vr
− 2u2

v2r
ηnNn

]

·

· Ω4
i
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||)
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π
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2
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ω
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2
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n(zα)
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+
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]

+

+
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n(zα)

z2α
+ J ′2n (zα) (8.5)

Here N|| = k||cA/ω, N⊥ = k⊥cA/ω, ηn = (ω − k||vd − nΩd)/k||vr, Jn is
the Bessel function of n-th order, zα = k⊥uΩα, n = round(ω/Ωα). It was
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shown in reference 141 that the growth rate depends on a number of dimen-
sionless parameters, i.e. ratio of α-particles to the background ion density
(ξ = nα/ni), the wave propagation angle (tan(Θk) = k||/k⊥), narrowness of
the fast ion distribution function (σ = vr/u) and the ratio of the α-particle
velocity to the Alfvén velocity (ζ = vα0/cA). It was shown that the distri-
bution function of super-Alfvénic fast ions does not need to be very narrow.
For sub-Alfvénic alphas the distribution function has to be several times
narrower in order to destabilize the same harmonic as for super-Alfvénic
alphas. Surprisingly, the increased concentration of fast ions does not in-
crease the growth rate since it leads to a wider distribution function which
stabilizes the instability. This fact is in a good qualitative agreement with
the supershot experiments in TFTR where the ICE associated with fusion
products vanished in less than 200 ms [128].

In references 134,135 the instabilities driven by the transversal low-power
diagnostic hydrogen beam and heating radial NBI in the Wendelstein 7-AS
stellarator are described. The unlocalized measurements were made by the
CTS diagnostic [85] and a broadband loop antenna. The instability induced
by the low-power diagnostic beam due to its density dependence was iden-
tified as of lower-hybrid (LH) type under double-resonance condition (when
the LH frequency coincides with one of the harmonics of the ion cyclotron
frequency) [135]. In reference 134 it was shown that the radial NBI in Wen-
delstein 7-AS also triggers LH instability. The diagnostic beam launches
fast particles with a pitch angle of 90◦ to the magnetic field so that almost
all ions after the ionization become trapped in the magnetic ripple of the
stellarator. These ions are not confined due to ∇B drift in the inhomo-
geneous magnetic field. The instability happens most likely in the plasma
center since the change of direction of the magnetic field makes the signal
level much smaller. This is due to the fact that in reverse configuration most
of fast ions originating from the diagnostic injector do not drift through the
center of the plasma before they are lost. The radial heating NBI launches
particles with a pitch angle of about 60◦ and most of the fast ions originating
from this injector are passing particles, so a substantially greater amount of
fast ions is needed in order to destabilize the LH waves. Moreover, it was
shown that passing fast ions have a stabilizing effect. The stability analy-
sis presented in reference 134 specified operating regimes when the radial
NBI causes constant LH activity or transient LH activity (only shortly af-
ter the beam has been switched on) or does not cause any LH instability
at all. The multiple-harmonics structure resolved with the broadband loop
antenna in Wendelstein 7-AS shows no sensitivity to the low-power diag-
nostic beam [134]. This is explained by the excitation of the ion Bernstein
instability for steady-state distributions of fast ions.
The dispersion relation for the LH waves under the double resonance con-
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dition was obtained:

D0(w) = Hn
ωci

ω − nωci
(8.6)

Hn = −
2nω2

pi

k2

∫

J2
n(
k⊥v⊥
ωci

)
∂fi
∂v2⊥

d3v (8.7)

In the first order approximation, assuming D0(ω) = D′0(ωLH) · (ω − ωLH),
the frequency and the growth rate of the LH instability were calculated in
reference 134:

ω = ωLH − ωLH − nωci

2
±

√

[

ωLH − nωci

2

]2

− γ2n (8.8)

γn = ωceωLH

√

− Hn

2n(ω2
ce + ω2

pe)
(8.9)

8.2 Experimental findings in TEXTOR

The previous results on NBI driven instabilities in the ion cyclotron range
were described in Section 8.1. In this section experimental results obtained
by the CTS diagnostic in TEXTOR are described.
TEXTOR NBI was introduced in Section 3.3. As well as heating NBI, the
tokamak is equipped with the low-power radial hydrogen diagnostic injector
RUDI [142]. Instabilities driven by energetic ions have been observed both
in the regime of counter-Ip heating with high power and with low-power
RUDI operation.
Fast ion driven instabilities have frequencies corresponding to various har-
monics of ion cyclotron emission from the plasma. In standard configuration
of the CTS receiver the narrowest channel width is 80 MHz which makes
a detailed study of the instabilities in the ion cyclotron range impossible.
However, the first signs of these instabilities were obtained in the standard
configuration of the receiver. It resulted in the unusually high signal in one
to two channels on each side of the probing frequency. An example of traces
of these instabilities in the CTS signal is shown in Fig. 8.1

8.2.1 Experimental Setup

In order to perform measurements with substantially higher frequency reso-
lution which would allow studying the instability evolution in time the CTS
receiver was upgraded. The upgrade is described in Section 3.5.
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Figure 8.1: Traces of NBI driven instability in the CTS receiver. The in-
stability is triggered by the RUDI beam in the discharge 111802, the graph
represents a scattering spectrum at 2.95 s. An enhanced signal at 109.3 and
110.7 GHz is not typical for the normal CTS operation and was caused by
the RUDI beam injection.

In all the experiments the gyrotron is modulated with 50% duty cycle, 2
ms on/2 ms off. The discharges are conducted in deuterium-fueled plasma
with hydrogen NBI. The injection energy of fast particles is 50 keV, power
varies between 600 kW and 1.2 MW for heating NBI and is constant at
50 kW for RUDI. In discharges where heating NBI is used the injection is
always balanced, i.e. Pco−NBI = Pctr−NBI . Density varies from 3·1019 to
5.5·1019 m−3.

8.2.2 Transient Activity

The activity in the range of frequencies corresponding to harmonics of ion
cyclotron frequency is observed during the counter-Ip NBI switching-on time.
This frequency range is later called the ICE range of frequencies in the sense
that the frequency separation between the pikes is similar to the hydrogen
or deuterium cyclotron emission frequency originating from the tokamak at
present operating conditions. The activity is transient because most of its
signatures disappear shortly after the NBI switching-on time. In Fig. 8.2 the
spectrogram of discharge 111528 obtained by the upgraded CTS receiver is
shown. The first gyrotron-on period in the graph is the first period after the
NBI switching-on time. In Fig. 8.3(a) an averaged spectrum over the first
gyrotron-on period is shown for shot 111528. Zero frequency corresponds
to the frequency of the probing radiation. The frequency range between
0 and 200 MHz is covered by the notch filter. Different spectral lines in
this discharge during the transient ICE activity most likely originate from
different kinds of instabilities; the spacing between the lines varies from 5
to 42 MHz. However, if several different kinds of instabilities in the same
frequency range contribute to the spectral shape, the spacing between the
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Figure 8.2: Spectrogram of the CTS signal for discharge 111528. counter-Ip
NBI switches on at 3.4 s. Signal at frequency range [-150 0] MHz contains
no information because it is masked by the notch filter.
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Figure 8.3: (a) Mean CTS spectrum of the gyrotron pulse closest to the
counter-Ip NBI switching-on time in discharge 111528, PNBI = 1.2 MW;
(b) Mean CTS spectrum of the gyrotron pulse closest to the counter-Ip NBI
switching on time in discharge 111802, PNBI = 0.6 MW. Frequency range
[-200 0] MHz is masked by the notch filter.

peaks may provide only very limited information. In this discharge both co-
and counter-Ip NBI are working simultaneously at almost maximum possible
power, 1.2 MW. At the same time in discharge 111802 (Fig. 8.3(b)) both
co-Ip and counter-Ip NBI are working at 600 kW, also discharge 111802
has a density in the plasma centre of 5.5·1019 m−3, which is around 30%
higher than in discharge 111528. The central density in discharge 111528,
according to interferometer, is around 4.2·1019 m−3. At lower power and
higher density discharges the peaks of the ICE are arranged more regularly,
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with the distance between peaks increasing from lower frequency to higher
monotonically from 39 to 50 MHz. These frequencies correspond to the
hydrogen cyclotron frequency at magnetic field in the range 2.6 T - 3.3 T.
In these discharges such magnetic field corresponds to the plasma centre and
high field side.

8.2.3 Steady-state Emission Triggered by Counter-Ip Heat-

ing NBI

Steady-state emission from heating counter-Ip NBI is observed in many dis-
charges. It has a different spectral structure than the transient activity de-
scribed in the previous section, even though it is also driven by the counter-Ip
NBI. An example is shown in Fig. 8.4. In discharge 109172 both co- and
counter-Ip NBI are switched on. Co-Ip NBI works at 0.8 MW and counter-Ip
NBI at 1.2 MW at low density, less than 3·1019 m−3, according to interfer-
ometer. In contrast to the Fig. 8.3(b), the distance between the peaks during
the steady-state NBI operation decreases monotonically from lower to higher
frequencies (in absolute values) from 52 MHz to 47 MHz (Fig. 8.4). In terms
of hydrogen cyclotron frequencies it corresponds to the magnetic field of 3.5
T, i.e. the source would be located at the high field side. In other discharges
similar trends are observed.
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Figure 8.4: Mean CTS spectrum of the steady-state ICE in discharge 109172
at around t = 1.7 s during counter-Ip NBI. Signal in the frequency range
[-150 0] MHz is masked by the notch filter and contains no information.

8.2.4 ICE Triggered by Low Power Diagnostic Beam

Low power (50 kW) radial hydrogen diagnostic beam (RUDI) is used to
study ICE on TEXTOR. In discharge 111802 RUDI is on during 600 kW
co-Ip NBI operation. At this period no ICE-associated activity is detected
by CTS. At the moment when co-Ip NBI is switched off, the ICE peaks start
to emerge (Fig. 8.5(a)). There is no significant transient activity, i.e. the
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Figure 8.5: (a) Relative plot of the raw CTS signal in one of the receiver
channel no 31 sensitive to the signal in the corresponding frequency range
in discharge 111802 is shown in blue, and the power of co-Ip NBI is shown
in red; (b) Mean CTS spectrum of the same discharge at about t = 2.29 s.
Signal in the frequency range [-200 0] MHz is masked by the notch filter.

activity at switching-on time which disappears in the course of injection.
During the steady-state RUDI operation, the distance between the peaks in
Fig. 8.5(b) increases monotonically with increasing frequency (in absolute
values). It is worth mentioning the stabilizing effect of co-Ip NBI on RUDI
- triggered an instability. When the RUDI beam is switched on during the
co-Ip injection, neither transient nor steady-state ICE activity is detected.
At the moment when the heating NBI is switched off and the RUDI beam
remains operating, an ICE signal emerges. At the moment when RUDI is
switched off, the instability signal disappears immediately, which indicates
that the instability is caused by fast ions which are not confined in the
plasma volume where the instability originates from.

8.2.5 Comparison to Previous Observations on Other Ma-

chines

The ICE activity observed on TEXTOR by CTS has some features which
makes it different from observations on TFTR, JET and Wendelstein 7-
AS. In TEXTOR, the CTS does not see the signal at frequencies 150 -
200 MHz away from the gyrotron frequency (0 MHz in the graphs in this
chapter) due to the notch filters, so it is technically unable to detect the
very first harmonics of ICE. However, CTS detects signal starting from
minimum 250 MHz away from the gyrotron line and it is clear that there
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is no other peak missing. In contrast to that, ICE on JET and TFTR had
signal at rather low frequencies and corresponded to maximum first five
harmonics of the ion cyclotron frequency. Secondly, in contrast to previous
observations, the peaks are not equidistant in frequency, hence most likely
RUDI and counter-Ip NBI cause different kinds of instabilities. This topic
requires future investigation and modelling because the instability is highly
dependent on the shape of the ion distribution function.

8.3 Stability Analysis of Lower Hybrid Instability

The lower hybrid instability [134,135] was suspected to be driven by counter-
Ip and diagnostic transverse NBI. The fast ion distribution function is calcu-
lated with the ASCOT code, see Fig. 8.6. The ASCOT code is used because
good agreement between the fast ion CTS measurements and the simulated
velocity distribution function produced by ASCOT was found, see Chap-
tersec:spatresolved and reference 1. Fig. 8.6 shows slices of the 5D velocity
distribution functions (v||, v⊥1, v⊥2, R, z) for counter-Ip NBI (plots (a), (c),
(e), (g)) and co-Ip NBI (plots (b), (d), (f), (h)) at R = 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0,
2.2 m, and z = 0. The stability analysis is performed only for the co- and
counter-Ip NBI, the distribution function for the RUDI beam is unavailable.
In order for the lower hybrid instability to be excited, the double resonance
condition should be fulfilled (see Eq. (8.7)). Basically it means that the
instability could appear at frequencies where the lower hybrid frequency co-
incides with the harmonics of ion cyclotron frequency. Fig. 8.7 shows lower
hybrid frequency (ω2

LH = (Ω−1ci Ω
−1
ce +ω

−2
p )−1) in TEXTOR discharge 111802,

which is typical for TEXTOR plasmas during the CTS experiments. One
can see that the lowest lower hybrid frequency is in the plasma at low field
side and it is much higher than the frequency at which the instability is ob-
served. However, the stability of the fast ion distribution function during the
counter-Ip injection is investigated. For this the Hn function from Eq. (8.7)
is calculated. The sign of the function determines the stability of the lower
hybrid wave when the double resonance condition is satisfied. Fig. 8.8 shows
the sign of Hn as a function of major radius and a harmonic number of ion
(hydrogen) cyclotron resonance. The function is calculated using the dis-
tribution functions simulated with ASCOT. One can see that for harmonic
numbers which could correspond to the observations (i.e. ≈ 15) the lower
hybrid instability cannot be excited by the counter-Ip NBI (Fig. 8.8(a)). In
contrast, the fast ion distribution for co-Ip NBI looks more unstable and at
lower values of magnetic field may result in lower hybrid instability, which
is not observed experimentally. For the CTS experiments the lower hy-
brid frequency is very high, and no activity at relevant frequency range is
observed. Moreover, it is known that lower hybrid waves have very nar-
row angular spectrum and propagate strictly perpendicular to the magnetic
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Figure 8.6: Full fast ion distribution function for counter- ((a), (c), (e), (g),
(i)) and co-Ip ((b), (d), (f), (h), (j)) NBI at R = 1.4 m ((a), (b)), R = 1.6 m
((c), (d)), R = 1.8 m ((e), (f)), R = 2.0 m ((g),(h)), and R = 2.2 m ((i),(j)),
z = 0. The simulations were conducted by T. Koskela and O. Asunta

field lines. In the CTS observation, the projection angle φ may deviate from
perpendicular significantly, nevertheless the ICE activity is observed.
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Figure 8.7: Lower hybrid frequency as a function of major radius in the
TEXTOR CTS experiments.
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Figure 8.8: Sign of the Hn as a function of major radius and harmonic num-
ber of ion cyclotron frequency for counter- (a) or co-Ip (b) NBI for TEXTOR
discharge 111802. Red corresponds to stable and blue to unstable region,
Hn is calculated using the distribution functions simulated with ASCOT.

8.3.1 Future Experiments

Due to the notch filters, the CTS diagnostic is not capable to monitor the ac-
tivity at frequencies closer than 150 MHz to the probing frequency. In order
to monitor the instabilities (if any) at lower frequencies, i.e. first harmonics
of ion cyclotron emission, a new set of experiments is prepared. They will be
conducted in TEXTOR in January 2012 using the ICRH antennae for receiv-
ing the radiation and using the fast oscilloscope for data acquisition. The
waveforms of proposed experiments are shown in Fig. 8.9. Experiments will
be conducted for two different NBI scenarios, with and without counter-Ip
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NBI and RUDI. The acquisition is planned at the certain parts of discharge
in order to detect instability at different regimes:

• Transient activity due to counter-Ip NBI or RUDI switch-on.

• Developed instability without co-Ip NBI (counter-Ip NBI or RUDI is
switched on).

• Transient activity due to co-Ip NBI switch-on (counter-Ip NBI or RUDI
is switched on).

• Transient activity due to counter-Ip NBI or RUDI switch-off (co-Ip
NBI is switched on).

• Transient activity due to counter-Ip NBI or RUDI switch-on (co-Ip
NBI is switched on).

• Transient activity due to co-Ip NBI switch-off (counter-Ip NBI or RUDI
is switched on).

• Transient activity due to counter-Ip NBI switch-off (co-Ip NBI is switched
off).

Unfortunately, the CTS diagnostic is no longer available at TEXTOR. How-
ever, plasma parameters in the future experiments will be the same as they
were during the CTS experiments, so that the experimental results can be
compared. The experimental parameters are listed in Table 8.1. For the
smallest and largest target densities we intend to make a power scan of co-Ip
NBI in order to see at which particular power a stabilizing effect disappears
(if there is a threshold).

Figure 8.9: Waveforms of proposed experiments for detection of instabilities
in ion cyclotron range.

8.4 Conclusions

In the CTS experiments instability was observed during counter-Ip NBI, as
well as during RUDI operation. The instability appears in the standard
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Target density, 1019 m−3 3 - 5

Counter-Ip NBI power, MW 1.2

Co-Ip NBI power, MW up to 1.2

RUDI current, A 1

Beam ions Hydrogen

Acquisition duration, ms Depends on fast memory available

Table 8.1: Experimental parameters for proposed measurements of fast ion
- induced instabilities in ion cyclotron range.

CTS receiver as significant peaks in two - four frequency channels symmet-
rically located with respect to the gyrotron frequency. The structure of the
instability, revealed by the CTS diagnostic with high frequency resolution,
shows multiple peaks separated by frequency which can be interpreted as
ion cyclotron frequency of hydrogen or deuterium originated from inside the
plasma. Spacing between the peaks is not constant and monotonically in-
creases (RUDI operation, transient activity because counter-Ip NBI switch
on) or decreases (steady-state scenario with counter-Ip NBI). In all cases
except for discharge 111518 there is no hint of activity at low frequency at
the very first harmonics of ion cyclotron frequency. Stabilizing effect of co-Ip
NBI is found in RUDI experiments. The instability signature from RUDI
injectors disappears immediately after the RUDI is switched off, which indi-
cates that the instability originates from unconfined fast ions (i.e. with no
slowing down distribution function).
The stability analysis for steady-state counter-Ip NBI does not confirm that
the emission originates from the lower hybrid instability at double resonance
condition. This instability was under suspicion because of the frequency
range where it was observed.
The instability contaminates the CTS spectrum and requires further inves-
tigations. In case it appears only as sharp lines in the spectrum which are
discussed above, they can be filtered from the CTS spectrum numerically
and cause no more complications for the fast ion analysis. However, if this
fast ion induced instability has continuum part of the spectrum, filtering it
out from the CTS spectrum is not trivial. Thus further experimental and
theoretical investigations are necessary.
Future experiments at TEXTOR with the ICE antenna are foreseen in order
to detect any possible signatures of the instability in the frequency range
which is blocked by the notch filters in the CTS diagnostic.
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Chapter 9

Destabiliziation of Sawteeth

Oscillations Stabilized by

Fast Ions in ASDEX

Upgrade tokamak

This chapter is based on the project which results are described in reference
143. Sawtooth instability is is triggered by an unstable (m,n) = (1, 1)
kink mode. A brief introduction into the theory of sawtooth oscillations is
given in Section 2.2.4. Sawtooth oscillations do not cause many problems for
tokamak operation themselves. But, if the sawtooth activity is stabilized for
any reason, and there is a lot of energy accumulated in between the crashes,
they might trigger an NTM which potentially might lead to a disruption
[144]. As it is known, fast ions may stabilize sawtooth instability [145], see
Fig. 9.1. Stabilized sawtooth oscillation release a lot of energy at the time
of crash and are very likely to cause NTM and lead to a disruption. More
detailed description of the sawtooth instability can be found in Section 2.2.4
and references therein. ITER will be able to tolerate a few disruptions only,
however it will have a large population of particles in the core with energies
of the MeV range, both from fusion and ICRF heating. Thus a scenario for
sawtooth destabilization for ITER-like conditions has to be developed. A
technique which can influence a period of sawtooth oscillations is controlled
deposition of gyrotron power and a drive of current [146]. The relevant
experiments conducted in ASDEX Upgrade are described in this chapter.

9.1 Experiments on Sawteeth Destabilization

The key parameters of the experiments on sawtooth destabilization exper-
iments are listed in Table 9.1. Destabilization is performed in the H-mode
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Figure 9.1: A time trace of the soft X-ray diagnostic signal on ASDEX
Upgrade (above) which illustrates the sawtooth crash. Analysed data from
Mirnov coils show time traces of the modes with even and odd toroidal
number. Figure is taken from reference 95.

Ip, MA 1

Bt, T 2.5

ne, m
−3 8· 1019

q95 4.7

PNBI , MW 2.5

PICRH , MW 4.3 - 4.4

PECRH , MW 0.8

PECCD, MW 1

Table 9.1: Key experimental parameters of the sawtooth destabilization
experiments on ASDEX Upgrade.
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discharges. The gyrotron from the new ECRH system on ASDEX Up-
grade [147, 148] is used for the central heating at 140 GHz and is always
switched on in order to avoid accumulation of heavy impurities in the plasma
core [149]. Another 140 GHz gyrotron, from the old ECRH system, is used
for electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD). Comparing temperature pro-
files the ECCD gyrotron power modulation, we concluded that it does not
influence the electron temperature profile, so the effect of the ECCD depo-
sition on the electron temperature is neglected. Equilibrium studies showed
that ECCD does not perturb it much, but magnetic shear in the vicinity of
the q = 1 surface is significantly affected. The total current deposited by
ECCD is varied between 1.9 and 2.5 kA, which is two orders of magnitude
smaller than the total current inside the q = 1 surface.
Fast ions which stabilize (m,n) = (1, 1) kink mode are produced by central
ICRH.

9.2 Experimental Results

The influence of the location of ECCD deposition on the stabilization or
destabilization of the sawtooth instability are studied. The main results are
presented in Fig. 9.2. Changes in the deposition location of gyrotron power
are achieved by using steerable mirrors which allow to sweep the beam across
the plasma cross-section, from inside to outside of the q = 1 surface. ECCD
is generated in co-current direction. One can clearly see from Fig. 9.2 that
ECCD generated inside the q = 1 surface reduces the sawtooth period by
approximately 40%. Contrarily, current drive generation outside the q = 1
surface increases the period of sawtooth oscillations significantly. Broad
deposition profiles shown in Fig. 9.3 are due to off-axis injection geometry
of the gyrotron beam, thus having purely geometric origin. It also mimics
the situation in ITER where deposition profiles are also expected to be
broad. In future experiments the new ECRH system will also be used for
ECCD generation and will result in the narrower current deposition profile.

9.3 Analysis and Discussion

Simulations of discharge 25856 are performed in order to investigate the
stability of it with Porcelli criterion [49]. As it was mentioned above (Sec-
tion 2.2.4), the criterion does not provide any information on evolution of
the crash, but indicates whether plasma is stable to the kink instability or
not. The HAGIS code which utilizes a drift-kinetic approach is used to eval-
uate a contribution of fast ions to stability of the kink mode. It is needed to
estimate how efficient the shear of magnetic field next to the q = 1 surface
can be to trigger or stabilize the crash. The MISHKA-1 linear MHD sta-
bility code is used for MHD modelling of the discharge. The wave-particle
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interaction code HAGIS [40] is also used for modelling of the influence of
fast ions on the stability of kink mode. The fast ion distribution function
originating from ICRH is considered to be bi-Maxwellian [150]:

fICRH =

√

(m

2π

)3 nc(r)

T⊥(r)
√

T||(r)
exp

(

− µBc

T⊥(r)
− |E − µBc|

T||(r)

)

(9.1)

where µ is the magnetic moment, Bc is the critical magnetic field at the
resonance, nc is the local density where B = Bc, E is the kinetic energy
of hydrogen, || and ⊥ denote components along and perpendicular to the
magnetic field. NBI-born fast ions are represented by asymmetric slowing-
down distribution function which is Gaussian radially and angularly [151]:

fNBI = Cexp

(

ψ − ψ0

∆ψ

)

exp

(

λ− λ0
∆λ

)

1

E3/2 − E
3/2
c

Erf

(

E − E0

∆E

)

(9.2)

Here ∆ψ = 0.1, λ0 = 0.5, E0 = 80 keV, Ec = 3 keV, ∆E = 3.5 keV.
By creating an external current drive, the equilibrium profile is perturbed.
This perturbation is taken into account by the HELENA code, the current
drive profiles are calculated using the beam-tracing code TORBEAM [78].
According to SXR observations, the radius of q = 1 surface is fixed, how-
ever the central value of the safety factor changes during the sawtooth pe-
riod slightly (by approximately 10%). The safety factor, magnetic shear
and the ECCD deposition profiles are shown in Fig. 9.3 at three different
moments of time, when ECCD is deposited at different poloidal locations.
One can clearly see that the magnetic shear plays the strongest role in sta-
bilization/destabilization of the sawteeth. Fig. 9.4 shows changes in the
potential energy of the internal kink mode at three different moments in
discharge 25856. The fast ion contribution did not really experience any
changes due to immobility of the q = 1 surface. However, the fluid drive
varies significantly because the current is deposited at a different location
in the plasma (the scan is made from inside to outside of q = 1 surface).
The Porcelli threshold for the instability [49] is depicted by the black line.
One can clearly see that when the ECCD is deposited inside the sawtooth
inversion radius, the change of modes potential energy is getting closer to
the threshold which yields more frequent sawteeth. The same is observed
in experiment (Fig. 9.2). It is worth to notice that these results also agree
with the results from Tore-Supra [146].

9.4 Conclusions

The experiments on sawtooth destabilization by ECCD revealed a large po-
tential of this method for the sawtooth period control in tokamaks. The total
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Figure 9.2: (a) Heating power during the experiment; (b) Changes of saw-
tooth period in the course of the discharge; (c) Sawtooth period as a function
of the deposition location of ECCD. Figure is taken from reference 143.
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Figure 9.3: (a) Changes of co-current ECCD deposition profile due to the
mirror sweep in shot 25856; (b) ECCD deposition profiles at different mo-
ments in shot 25856; (c) Magnetic shear and q profiles at different moments
in shot 25856. Figure is taken from reference 143.

Figure 9.4: Change of potential energy of the internal kink mode. Stabilizing
effect of fast particles is depicted as δWICRH and δWNBI , MHD contribution
is represented by δWMHD and the total change of the mode’s potential
energy is shown as δWtot in discharge 25856 at three different moments of
time: 3.25 s, 3.50 s and 3.75 s when the location of the deposition of ECCD
was different. Porcelli triggering criterion is shown in black. Figure is taken
from reference 143.
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microwave-driven current needed for destabilization and seeded by a single
gyrotron, is rather moderate and is in the order of 1% of the total current
enclosed into the q = 1 magnetic surface. The reduction of the sawtooth
period of the fast ion stabilized sawtooth by co-Ip ECCD is approximately
40%. Counter-Ip ECCD deposition does not reveal a destabilization effect
on the sawteeth. The stability analysis reveals that the magnetic shear in
the vicinity of q = 1 plays an important role in changing the potential en-
ergy of the mode, bringing it closer or further away from the crash.
Even though the experiments showed a significant reduction in the sawtooth
period by applying ECCD, further experiments are planned in order to find
an optimal deposition of the current in the plasma and investigate an influ-
ence of the destabilization method on fast ion confinement. In order to do
that, a work on scenario development is necessary because the discharges
described in this chapter and in reference [143] had a very high density when
the fast ion measurements are limited.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions

This chapter concludes the thesis and summarizes the results of the author’s
work as a PhD student. It also contains a brief overview of the future work.
The cross-calibration software developed by the author (described in Sec-
tion 4.4.2) allowed calibration of the ASDEX Upgrade CTS receiver, includ-
ing the transmission line.
A feasibility study for the calibration of the CTS receiver with a hot source
(an improvement for the liquid nitrogen calibration), described in Section 4.4.1,
showed impossibility of its installation at the present CTS system on AS-
DEX Upgrade, but it can be considered for future CTS diagnostics.
The secondary emission (Section 4.5) signal was studied. Even though there
is still no firm conclusion on the origin of it, the CTS group got a hint that
the signal is related to possible reflections of the incident radiation from
construction elements of a vacuum vessel. This hypothesis requires further
experimental investigation.
A technique for the elevation alignment check, based on the measurements
of the shape of the sawtooth oscillations, was introduced. The technique,
implemented at TEXTOR, could allow the precision of the alignment of
1.5◦. Even greater precision can be achieved after additional analysis. A
journal publication will be prepared based on these results.
A comprehensive comparison of the measured and simulated fast ion veloc-
ity distribution functions was performed at TEXTOR, see Chapter 6. The
experimental results, obtained by the CTS diagnostic at different radial lo-
cations and projection angles, were compared to the simulations performed
by the Monte Carlo codes ASCOT and VENUS. The comparison showed
a good agreement between the measurements on the magnetic axis for two
different projection angles and the numerical simulations. A significant dis-
crepancy was found for the off-axis case. Sensitivity analysis performed by
ASCOT showed that for the measurements with a more parallel projection
angle the discrepancy cannot be explained by uncertainties in plasma pa-
rameters. Thus, anomalous fast ion transport was proposed.
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The influence of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP) on fast ion con-
finement was studied in the TEXTOR tokamak. The experiments are de-
scribed in Chapter 7. The dynamic ergodic divertor, DED, which pro-
duces the RMP, operated in the DC mode and had (m,n) = (3, 1) and
(m,n) = (6, 2) configurations. The experiments intended to measure the in-
fluence by detecting fast ions slowing-down time during the modulations of
the NBI power. Unfortunately, no firm conclusion could be drawn because
the CTS data for the (m,n) = (3, 1) DED configuration were contaminated
with the secondary emission signal or the DED seeded a locked mode in
the plasma. The results from the CTS experiments with the (m,n) = (6, 2)
DED configuration revealed that the difference in the slowing down time
between shots with and without DED can be explained by the effect of den-
sity. The slowing down time in the experiment with the decaying magnetic
island (m,n) = (2, 1) was similar to the those in the reference experiment.
However, the evolution of noise in the CTS data was significantly different
from the reference experiment. The fast ion velocity distribution function
was not inferred due to the lack of time and computer problems. However,
this is foreseen for the future.
During counter-Ip NBI operation at TEXTOR, a strong spiky signal was
found in the CTS spectra (described in Chapter 8). Similar signal was ob-
served during the injection from the low power diagnostic injector RUDI,
which launches a beam perpendicular to the magnetic field. Detailed inves-
tigation of the spectra allowed to classify the observed signal and compare
it to the previous observations from JET, TFTR and Wendelstein 7-AS.
Stability analysis of the lower hybrid instability using the simulated velocity
distribution functions (ASCOT) did not show a positive growth rate at fre-
quencies where the activity was observed. Future experiments are foreseen
on TEXTOR using the ICRH antenna for receiving the signal. This will be
done in order to make more detailed comparison between the results from
TEXTOR and the results from other machines. The TEXTOR CTS results
are not compared directly because different frequency ranges are covered
at different machines. The results from JET and TFTR primarily cover a
frequency range from zero to the first several harmonics of ICE. The CTS
results report emission at frequencies which correspond the ion cyclotron
harmonic number of more than ten, the first harmonics of ICE are not ob-
servable due to the notch filters.
In order to prevent sawtooth stabilization due to fast ions in ITER, and
therefore reduce the risk of triggering NTM, a sawtooth destabilization by
means of ECCD technique was implemented at ASDEX Upgrade. By de-
positing ECCD right inside the q = 1 surface, the sawtooth period was
reduced by 40%. Modelling showed that the effect is achieved by changing
the magnetic shear in the vicinity of the q = 1 surface. The results agree
well with previous findings from Tore Supra. Future experiments on the
influence of destabilized sawtooth on the fast ion confinement are foreseen
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on ASDEX Upgrade.
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